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The Power To Win The Fight Against Acne
Without A Prescription

* Deep penetrating treatment
works inside pores.

• Kills acne-causing bacteria.
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a prescription.
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Only Stri-Dex Power Pads give you the proven acne-fighting power of benzoyl peroxide in a

non-prescription pad. It's a super-effective treatment that penetrates deep into pores and

kills acne-causing bacteria over your entire face. Prescription Power-without the prescription.
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STAR WARS SUPER SECTION!
There's been an awful lot of Star Wars hype and
excitement lately. And once you've seen our
amazing 20-page Star Wars section, you'll know
why! It's got Sergio Aragones, George Lucas'
Cause-of-Death Betting Odds, our Attack of the
Clones spoof and more! We hear George Lucas
even released Revenge of the Sith just to tie in

with this issue! (Well,
h that's not true at
f all — but i fs no more
* inaccurate than all

those stupid
-., internet rumors!)

WILT & CRAZE!
Oh, Will & Grace! What could be funnier
than a couple of gay guys, a neurotic
straight lady, a crazy, slutty lady and a maid
with an accent? Well, puh-/enty, actually!
Mot anything in the pages of this magazine,
necessarily — but maybe if magazine edi-
tors made as much as sitcom actors, we'd
try a little harder...
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"Drawn Out Dramas" by Sergio Aragones **
**Various places around the magazine

FRONT COVER ARTIST: JACK RICKARD

THE LONGEST YARDBIRD!
Here are some reasons that our
classic spoof of The Longest Yard is
better than the new movie, 1) It's
cheaper to enjoy. 2) There are no
awkward moments of Adam Sandier
"acting," Still not convinced? Did we
mention that our spoof features a
shirtless Burt Reynolds right on the
first page? Go ahead and check...
Mmm hmm — case closed. Suit's
still got it!

WIN A SPY VS. SPY VIDEO GAME!
Our fans have been very good to us. And, damnit, it's time we
gave something back! So here's your chance to win the new Spy
Vs. Spy video game from Take 2 Interactive! To enter, on a 3x5
card, hand print your name, complete address, and e-mail address
(if you're among the lucky few to have one). Mail it to Spy Vs. Spy
Video Game Sweepstakes c/o MAO Magazine, Oept. 454,
1700 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. See
official rules at www.madmag.com.

And here's a chance to tell the
editors what you think! Feef free
to include on the card any articles
you liked or disliked in this issue
(this will not affect your chance
of winning). From here on, the
rest of this type is just gibberish
for you to completely ignore!
Porcupine forklift Zamboni Cleveland
Caldwell potrzebie knuckles knuckles

egg salad clod pantaloons hambone

monkeywrench clamato constable chimp

longitude crumple hammock ascot bucket bango

tangerine mudftap foghornrtismbuspanfry buttons tourniquet

http://www.madmag.com


LETTERS ENTERTAIN YOU PEPT

THE

MORON MAIL From MAD #353
Why don't you give those of us in
MAD-collecting fandom who aren't as
well endowed as others a moment in
the spotlight?!? After I started my
collection in
the mid-70s,
it hit a dry
spell: the late
70s...the
80s...into the
90s! My
collection
may not be
huge, but I've
kept it up for
26 years!
Kyle Httdreth
Southwick,
MA M

Kyle — your collection is indeed very
small — how appropriate!

—Ed.

YOU 60, GIRL! From MAD #384

Thank you for printing my letter in
MAD #331 under the headline "This
Lady Writes to MAD..." There's only
one problem... I'm a man!!! Oh, the
humiliation! My always suspicious
girlfriend has left me, I've been
kicked off my softball team, and my
neighbor Larry now looks at me in a
beguiling fashion. I'll give you two
options on rectifying this situation:
A free subscription or pay for my
operation, counseling, relocation
and new wardrobe!

MB. Tracy K. Lorenz
Grand Haven, MI

Okay, we'll take the latter of your
options — the operation, counseling,
relocation and new wardrobe! Upon
your return to the states, show up at
our offices with an itemized bill and
proof in hand!

—Ed.

MAD READER
GOES CRACKERS From MAD #355
I have been a MAD reader sincejunior
high school and have enjoyed it very
much. However, as I enter my waning
years I have begun to question the deci-
sions of my youth. One decision in par-
ticular is whether I should continue my
subscription to your rag! I have even
succumbed to having to ask for some
sort of sign from the powers of the
Universe. Well, I believe I have received
the sign I was looking for in the form of
a Nabisco Melba Plain salad cracker. As
you can see from the enclosed picture, I
think you will agree with me that this
particular cracker is formed in the
shape of the beloved Alfred E. Neuman
himself!

Joe M. Showers
Olathe, KS

Showers buddy — We've looked at your
photo and read your clatm, and it
seems to us that when you sat down to
enjoy some yummy crackers, you
apparently also poured yourself a tally i
frosty tankard of Monkey Juice! Tell
you what — we're gonna send you a
nice, big, mammoth-sized box of
saltines — the kind they sell at those
goofy price clubs — you get back to us
if you find a Sylvester Stallone in
there! And remember — it's crackers to
slip a rozzer the dropsy in snide!

From MAD #356
I was over at a friend's house a while
ago and she showed me a piece of paper
(wow!). At first it appeared normal,
but when it was held up to a light, a pic-
ture of Alfred E. Neuman appears. I was
Just wondering, how much is it worth?

Hobbes013@aol.com

We contacted Grant Geissman, author
of Collectibly MAD, the MAD and E.C.
Collectibles Guide (Kitchen Sink Press),
and he said such a piece of paper would
be worth between $1 and $10,000
depending upon the paper's age, condi-
tion and (most importantly) the gullibil-
ity of the person who wants to buy it!
We don't have such a piece of paper
ourselves, but if you're interested (and
you sound like the kind of person who
would be) we do have a corn muffin
that bears an uncanny resemblance
to Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan! It's a steal at only $9,999!

-Ed.

ABOUT FACE From MAD #361
Are you looking for a fresh face to put
into your "Lighter Side" or any other
kind of articles that you do in MAD? Well
if you are, I would love to have my face
spread all over the pages of MAD! If you
would like my picture, I would be happy
to send you my face. I don't want any-
thing in return, except maybe the issues
of MAD that I'm in, if it's no trouble!

Sary Deere@aol.com

Gar — Yes! By all means send us some
of your photos immediately! We have
some upcoming articles that we can
definitely use you in, such as: "You
Know You're Hideously Ugly When..."
"Monroe <5e.,,The Hideously Ugly Guy,"
"Melvin 8e Jenkins' Guide to the
Hideously Ugly," "The Lighter Side of
Doctors (Who Treat the Hideously
Ugly)" and "Spy Vs. Spy Vs. The
Hideously Ugly Guy." We await your
prompt reply. Thanks for writing.

—Ed.

mailto:Hobbes013@aol.com
mailto:Deere@aol.com


DO WOMEN
HATE MAD? From MAD #358

I am a 9th grade student. Our English
teacher, Mrs. Katsaras (I have to
include her name in the letter, so if it
gets published, I can show it to her and
get some brownie points]) recently
assigned us to read ANY non-fiction
book with one stipulation: we must
enjoy reading it. I chose to read Good
Days and MAD by Dick DeBartolo, and
she approved my selection. When every-
one announced their choices in class,
and I told everyone mine, the girls all
went "Eeeeew...MAD's so juvenile!"
The other guys loved it. I was shocked
to hear that every girl in my English
class hated MAD. Why is this? Don't
females like MAD too?

Jeremy Rosenbaum
Spork86@aol.com

Sporky - The next time a female tells
you MAD is juvenile, look her right in
the eye and say, "Nyeah, nyeah, nyeah
nyeah nyeah! Your mother wears com-
bat "boots!" Then fart. That'll show 'em!

—Ed.

MAD CELEBRITY
SNAPS From MAD #405

Well, we thought the ultimate Celebrity
Snap was of Dan Quayle (Tormer Vice
President and spelling bee champ) hold-
ing the "Proofreader Wanted" cover
back in MAD #372. But nope, nothing
can compare with the one we recently
received from Jack Walsh of Hudson,
NH. Behold our beloved President
George W. Bush with his infamous deer
caught in the headlights stare, holding
up MAD #389, which, coincidentally,
features W. and his wormy position on
his early partying days as one of the 20
Dumbest Things of the Year! Hats off
to Jack for capturing this snap and God
help us all!

COMPLETELY
MADD? From MAD #373

I am writing you because I think that
your organisation should keep up the
good work. By forming a group like
Mothers Against Drunk Driving, you've
helped thousands of young people not to
make mistakes. Could you please send
me some bumper stickers so I can put
them on my Mom's car? Thank you for
listening to a young teenager like myself.

Stefanie Wetteland
Portland, OH

Steffie - Thank you for your wonderful,
inspiring letter. You are truly what
America is all about! We are happy to
send you bumper stickers under sepa-
rate cover. Here are a few we'll be
sending your way!

—Ed.

THE FLAWS
OP PHYSICS From MAD #366

In "Dreaded Medical Conditions of Our
Times" CMAD #360) it said; "Until
recently, the only thing you had to worry
about while waiting at a red light was
whether the moron behind you would
stop before smashing your car and send-
ing you through the windshield." Has
MAD decided to completely ignore
Newton's Laws? You'd be sent through
the windshield if you had a head-on colli-
sion, not a collision from the back.

Ron Barak
Haifa, Israel

Ronnie — Your letter prompted us to
recreate the car crash on which the car-
toon was based. We contacted longtime
MAD artist and writer John Caldwell
(who was rumored to have worked his
way through college as a crash test
dummy) to conduct the following reen-
actment. Caldwell's report is as follows:
"Huh, what? I think my head is bleed-
ing, stop the bleeding man, stop it. Hey,
is that a piece of my brain on the
radio?" Based on Caldwell's disturbing
report we'd like to remind our readers
to buckle up for safety!

—Ed.

COMING UP
IN XL #34!

A Giant Collection of
Our Greatest Mistakes

From Past Issues!

Classic Spoofs of.
1 Batman!

. The Dukes of Hazzard!

. The Bad Hews Bears!
• 7th Heaven!

Plus:
• George W. Bush!
• Our Application for

MTVs The Real World
Two Spy Vs. Spy
Adventures!

.Writer of the issue-

Jack Walsh and President
George W. Bush

Run out
and buy it today!
(On second thought, you should

probably wait until JUNE 14,
when it's actually on sale.)

mailto:Spork86@aol.com


PUT YOUR FUNNY WHERE YOUR MOUTH IS DEPT.

Are you reading a magazine? Are you reading MAD
Magazine? Are your reading the introduction to this
article? Then you know what "Stupid Questions" are,
because we just asked three of the stupidest! Are

you sick and tired of being asked stupid questions?
Would you like to put them down? Then this article
(by Al Jaffee) is for you! So were the first two
articles on the very same subject (by Al Jaffee)

MORE SNAPPY ANSWERS
SHOULD I TELL YOU

TROUBLES, DOCTOR?

ARE YOU GOING
TO HOLD ME UP?

ARE YOU GOING
SURFING?

No, just pay me $50
an hour, and let me

tell you my troubles!

No, tell me some jokes!
've heard all the

troubles I can stand
for one day!

No, tell me about your
Mother's troubles! Start
out with the klutz she

got stuck with for a son!

s this blank balloon here for any reason?

Yes, it's waiting to collect "Unemployment"

Why? Are you
falling down?

No, it's just that
have this fetish
about armpits!

No, I'm looking for apple
'* : :^ pickers for my orchards,

and this is how I test
out people's reach!

Is this blank balloon for the reader's use?

Yes, so he can enjoy reading dotted lines!

No, I'm a delivery
man for an Ironing
Board Company!

No, this is just a new
style hat I've created!

No, I once had a dreadful
experience with a flight

of Canadian Geese, and I'm
taking no chances on that

ever happening again!

Is this for the reader's own snappy answer?

No, it's for making out his laundry list!



that we ran several issues back! So was the first
MAD paperback book on the very same subject (by
Al Jaffee) that we published several years back!
So is the upcoming all-new MAD paperback book on

the very same subject (by Al Jaffee) that's about
to be published! Which means that, besides the ad
for it on the Letters Page, this article is nothing
more than another plug for AFs new collection of

TO STUPID QUESTIONSARTIST &.

WRITER:

AU JAFFEE

ARE YOU COOKING
SOMETHING?

ARE YOU TAKING
THE GARBAGE OUT?

; •

No, I've decided to
turn our kitchen into

a Sauna Bath!

No, I'm burning pots!

No, I'm drawing a hot
bath for a chicken!

Does the reader write his snappy answer here?

No, he writes "The Lord's Prayer" here! He
writes his snappy answer on the head of a pin!

No, I'm taking our dinner
out! I put the garbage

in our refrigerator!

No, I'm taking my wife
out! But she's shy, and

this is the only way
she'll go anywhere!

No, I'm taking this
picnic basket out!

Anytime you're hungry,
feel free to dig in!

After he fills in the balloon, what happens?

He hangs on and tries for an altitude record!

ARE YOU DIGGING
A FOXHOLE?

j No, I've got a three-day
A, pass, and I'm digging a

- ^ Itunnel home to Chicago!

[No, I'm building a swimming
pool to relax in during

those pleasant moments
between mortar attacks!

No, I'm digging a final
J resting place for idiots

" | who ask stupid questions!
By the way, how tall are you?

After he's finished, should he mail them in?

' Yes, to the proper Mental Health authorities!



A "SNAPPY ANSWERS TO
STUPID QUESTIONS" OFFICE SAGA

No, every 9-to-5
job starts at 10!

Is there
anything
for me

to do, Mr.
Baddbreth?

No, I only hired you
so that you could take
a nice long rest after

your rigorous job-
hunting experience!

Should
I answer

these
letters,

Mr.
Baddbreth?

No, let's ignore them!
We'N'lose all of our

customers that way, and
we won't have to waste

our time coming to
work anymore!

No, just do what
the little sign

there says and
throw them OUT!

Should I
file these

orders, Mr.
Baddbreth?

No, fold them into
paper airplanes so
we can sail them
out the window!

Should
mail these
letters, Mr.
Baddbreth?

Are we
going
home

now, Mr.
Baddbreth?

No, we're going to
stand out in the hall
all night so we can
be the first ones in
tomorrow morning!

PURCHASE
ORDERS

That's very nice! It's
the ONLY way to go!



A longtime ago, in some issuestat,tat
i m M4/7 m a bunch of articles about

The issues sold well, but dUn'lmata
quite as much money as the W

* ffbrs movies. The solution was ctaai -
print them again! So, in an eWotV
to luring every last doU&f-Atm
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JEDI KNICHTMARE PEPT.

There is unrest in the movie theaters.
Several thousand multiplexes, under the

leadership of George Lucas, are foisting more
stiff acting, droid-like dialogue and convo\uted

plotlines upon a weary and disgusted put>\\o.
This unfortunate development has made \t

difficult for the extremely limited number ot
remaining fans to maintain interest \r\..

I'm Oldie Von Moldie, Jet-eye master! There is
great unrest in the Galactic Senate! So what
else is new? Hell, the day the unrest stops,
this endless parade of mind-numbing Star

Bores adventures will end and my confusing
life will finally be over! 1 mean, I started out
as an old man, then I died, then I was young
again! Now I'm aging all over again! No one
ever knows how many candles to put on my

birthday cake! The only good news is that I'm
young again, but because of a book-keeping
error I still collect my Senior Jet-eye pension!

I'm Mannequin Skystalker, apprentice to Oldie
Von Moldie! I was an apprentice in the last Star
Bores movie, and I'm still an apprentice! Jet-eye
knights may have hi-tech equipment, but what

we really need is a strong union to fight for
quicker advancementl Then again, it might be my
rebellious attitude! Jet-eye law forbids romantic
attachments, but Senator AmaDilly and I have
been practicing docking maneuvers! I'm not

worried, though! Now that she's a politician, if
anyone asks, AmaDilly automatically says, "I did
not have sex with that Jet-eye, Mr. Skystalker"!

I'm Senator PetMe AmaDilly, the
former Queen of No-boo-boo and

current Skystalker heartthrob!
I've joined the Galactic Senate to

vote on the critical issue of
creating an Army of the Republic

to assist the overwhelmed
Jet-eye knights! I'm also pushing

a vote for women to get some
easier-to-take-care-of hairstyles!
These ridiculous do's take hours
a day to wash, set and blow-dry!

10

Meesa is Har Har Blinks!
It'sa amazin' howsa many

peoples hates meesa! Wella
MADsa gonna do youse a

favor George Lucasa nevers
dol Thisa is only time yousa
see meesa! Yousa can say
thanksa to MAD bysa sub-

scribing at madmag.com! Tell
them Har Har sentsa yousa!

Master Yodel am I!
Dispensing wise sayings

have been doing I forever!
"May the Force Be With You"

from my mind has come!
Okay, so originally I said

maybe: "With you, may the
force be," but basically still
my idea it is! I talk always

asteroid backwards!

I'm Bar Stool, sometimes
known as R2D2! I just
heard some bad news!
Now there's a newer

model Astromech Droid,
R4D4, which is much

more powerful than me!
Hoo boy! Now I know how
the Sega System felt when

the XBox came along!

I'm Damn Weasel, bounty hunter!
My mission is to kill Senator
AmaDilly! This vial contains

poisonous Kewpies! I plan to have
my droid release these creepy,

crawling things in her bed! Though,
to be honest, I think AmaDilly is

much more worried about another
insect ruining her and everyone
else's summer — Spider-Man!



EPIC LOAD
ATTACK OF THE CLOWNS

ARTIST: MORT PRUCKER WRITER: DICK DEBARTOLO

I'm Lace Windows, senior
member of the High Council! I'm
quite concerned by the growing

disturbance in the Force! I'm
even more concerned that all I
ever get to do in any of these

movies is, well, look concerned!
In the last Star Bores movie I

just looked plain old concerned,
but in this movie, it's a much

more demanding role, so you'll
see me look deeply concerned!

I'm Chancellor Palpitation,
head of the Senate! I have

to be very careful that
anything I say or do

doesn't cause an all-out
war with the Separatwits!

The Separatwits have
the ability to produce

millions of clones ready
to do their bidding —

sort of like Scientologists,
but less scary!

am Count Cuckoo, leader of the
Separatwits! Even though I'm

getting on in years and I can't get
my light saber to work like I used

to without special effects — mainly
Viagra — I'm still a sharp adversary
to be contended with! And as soon

as 1 remember exactly who my
adversary Is, he better watch out!

Now where did I put the keys to my
Solar Sailer? And where did I put my

Solar Sailer? And do I need keys?

^--V-r-:-'

n

>

I'm Kid Twisto, Jet
-eye Master! I'm in

this film not because
the Republic needed

my help, but
because Hasbro didl

They needed one
more action figure
to round out their

Star Bores toy line!

I'm Tango Feet, the bounty hunter
chosen to be the template for the Army
of Clones that will battle the Federation!

Each clone will have all my traits: my
genius-like intelligence, my superhuman
physical strength, my superior cunning
and agility, and most of all, my sense

of modesty! Oh, there's one other thing
all the clones share with me: absolutely

no acting ability whatsoever!

Hey Georgel Alf here! Why
don't I have a part in this

film? You want a weird look-
ing alien? I am a weird

looking alien! You want atti-
tude? I reek attitude! You

want something that's 100%
owned and merchandised by
Lucas, Inc.? Oh, that's why

I'm not in this film! Ha!

I'm George Lucas,
and I'm sick of the

critics saying that my
Star Bores movies
are lackluster and

repetitive! I'd like to
see anyone of them

write the same movie
nine times and make

it appear fresh!
11



Yodel, my name is!
Your guide to this
complicated story,

am II Which means,
in big trouble, are

youl At the Galactic
Senate, start we!

Senator AmaDilly,
I feared you were

killed in that
explosion, but

you're all right!

My decoy was killed!
I was very close to
the explosion, but
my hair absorbed
99% of the shock!

Senator, we've
come to protect

you from
your enemies!

If anyone tries to harm you,
I will throw my body on top of

yoursl Wait! I sense danger nowl
Lay down and I'll jump on top!

We must find
out who is

after Senator
AmaDilly!

A Jet-eye must do
more than protect!

We must hunt
down and catch
the assassin! No
harm must ever

come to AmaDilly!

Yes, she
does

have a
great
butt!

Oh, sorry,
was

drifting?

Mannequin, I fear
you're letting your

personal feelings get
in the way of your

duties as a Jet-eye!
Your focus must never

shift! Understand?

We re here to
protect her, not
to investigate!

I'm disappointed in you, Master! [ Yes! You didn't
stop off at

Disappointed? I followed the H StarwarBucks
assassin droid that attacked I and get us cafe

AmaDilly and hung onto it as it lattes and
zipped through traffic, until Damn I H a few Spittoolne
Weasel shot at me! Then 1 dropped I Cinnamon
2,000 feet and landed in your hot ] Swirls! I would

rod pod! And you're disappointed? | 3 have done that!

Damn
Weasel

escaped,
but I

saw him
go in
here!

Welcome to
the Freak's

Bar! There's no
cover charge
for freaks, so
make yourself

at home!

Ibeg
your

pardon,
but

we're not
freaks!

Compared to the
usual nightly crowd

we get, you are!
Why do you think we
threw 'N Sync out?
They were just too

weird for the room!

•

Would
you
like
to

buy
some
death

sticks?

Very
well!

will now
go home

and
rethink
my life!

Just my luck! I can cast a spell
on a young man in seconds!
Now if only it worked that

well with young women! Wait,
I better not give Mannequin

any ideas! A Jet-eye who
knows no love knows quite
a bit about "Blue Moons"!

No thanks,.
don't smoke!

Besides,
you should
go home

and rethink
your life!

12



1 finally
caught

you,
Damn

Weasel!
Now tell
me, who

hired you?

i
It

was a
bounty I
hunter 1
called
Ga-
Ga-

Gasp!
. . . . . . ^ . i — n

Hmm...
Ga-Ga-
Gasp?
That
name

doesn't

It's not a
name! That

was my
dying breath,
idiot! Ciao!

Now we're at I

To NoBooBoo, out of harm's way, Senator AmaDilIy,
Mannequin takes! Makes no sense, did that, to me, even!

ring a bell! [ j a dead end!

Oldie Von
Moldie is too
critical of me!
I'm far more

advanced than
he thinks I am!

Manny, don't try to
grow up too fast! And
please don't look at

me like that! I can see
what you're thinking!

The power
of the

Force is
with you,

that's
for sure!

Really? Come
a little closer
and you just

might feel what
I'm thinking!

Meanwhile Oldie, Trex, he does find!

In that case, the
dart is from the

Planet Kinko!
They're cloners!

They love to
copy things!
They make
clones 24/7!

[ Can you
I tell me
I where

this
I poison

dart
came

j from?

-
\

1

Can you cross
my palm

with silver?

No, but
g I can cross
m your face

with my fist!

"Here's the forecast
for Kinko! Showers
for the next 2,000

Shanigans, followed
by heavy rain, followed

by thunderstorms!
The weather will turn
inclement after that!"

They're cloned from me, Tango Feet!We made
200,000 clone

soldiers! As soon
as we install
the 400,000
AA batteries,

they'll be ready
for battle!

I see that! It would be
nice if you had stood up
a little straighter before
they cloned you! Now we
have 200,000 clones with
extremely bad posture

Meanwhile, Mannequin on a quest for his mother, to
Spittooine, he does go! Big help, Whatzzup, will be!

You think finding
your mother will
really end those

years of sleepless-
ness, Manny?

I'm positive it
will! She has a
prescription to
help me sleep!

Pills?

Nc, she has
a copy of this
screenplay!

I'll go
right out!

Let's hope Oldie
isn't furious because

you disobeyed his
orders by leaving

NoBooBoo!

We have MegaMotorola Transponders
to keep in touch with each other!
Of course, when I'm this far away,
I shut mine off in order to avoid

the intergs lactic roaming charges!



Yeah! I sold her!
The who bought

her, married her!
Then she was

kidnapped by Tlishken
Raiders and taken
to the next panel!

Have you seen
my mother?

Mom! Its
Mannequin!

I'm here
now! You
won't be
in pain

anymore!

Then could you get off my foot — and your light
saber is sticking me in the side! Since I saw you
last, I remarried! His name is Craig Liars and he

has a son! In the future, that son will be your son's
uncle, but of course as you know from Movie One,

Episode Four, that future's already in the past!

Er, right! So
maybe you should
die now, so you'll
be fine tomorrow,

and wake up as
my sister in about

a week or two!

..

Meanwhile,
a big, long,

knock-
down fight
with Tango

Feet and
his son,

Oldie Von
Moldie has!
Leads him
to Planet
of Genius,

it does!
There,
Count

Cuckoo
organizing

an army
of droids,
he finds!

I've been pushed into
a vat at the droid-
making foundry on
Genius! Molten iron

is pouring on me!
I'm doomed! Wait!
My hair's deflecting

the molten
lead! I'm okay!

You may be okay for the
moment, but — you, Oldie
Von Moldie and Mannequin

will be captured and sacrificed
in the Continental Airlines
Execution Arena! AH three

of you will die hideous deaths
at the hands of monsters!

We three
may die,
but my

hair will
live on!

And
come

back to
you!

Okay, 1 give up! Who, or
what, are we fighting?

We're fighting the
dreaded animals of
the "blue screen"!

Lash out at
them in any way

that you can!

i am,
but
how
will I
know
if I kill
any of
them?

When the movie
is finished!

Don't worry,
the boys at

Industrial Light
and Magic will

make sure
you come

out a hero!

/ ^sj? Won the battle with Cuckoo, I did! And day happy
for AmaDilly and Mannequin. Married they do get!There is

no
Force
more

powerful
than
mine!

True, that
Isn't, Cuckoo!

Mean, I!
Green, I!
Steal the

movie with
this scene. II

guess
you could
say I got

the "upper
hand"
in this
battle!

You
lost
your

concen-
tration,

Mannequin!

IT my
concentration

had five
fingers on it,
you're right,

Master!

^CJML
And do you, AmaDilly,

take Mannequin's
remaining

hand in Holy
Matrimony?

You
know,

we
shouldn't

cry!

Do you
think it

makes us

-._-
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GRIEVING LAS VEGAS DEPT.

MAD'5
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team of crack oddsmakers gives you the latest Vegas line
how one of today's biggest stars wil l go to the Dark Side!
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MAY THE COURSE BE WITH YOU PEPT.)

When Star Wars Episode I concluded, Anakin Skywalker was a precocious nine-year-old boy. When we meet him again in Episode II, he's
already 19! It seems that George Lucas would just like to zip right past what, if he's anything like us, are the most difficult and awk-
ward years in Anakin's life. The years when he's no longer a boy, yet not quite a man. The years of inner turmoil, confusion and, not to
mention, (GAK!) puberty. Yeah, Lucas may have skipped over them, but WE won't! Join us as we pay a visit to.,.

ANAKIN S

TATOOIM!

Gimme a break! It's i
not like a little video

game's gonna make me
want to murder an entire

planet or something!

Indeed! I'm worried about the long-
term effects that constantly playing
these games will have on you! Games

like these can Foster all kinds of danger
ously violent, antisocial tendencies!

But these games are great! I can
stage huge battles, race pods, fly

spaceships, duel in hand-to-hand com-
bat, even kill innocent people sense-

lessly, without any consequences!

Anakin, how many
times have I told

you I don't like you
wasting the entire day
playing video games!

ARTIST: MORT DRL CKER WRITER: KENNY BYERLY 23



Anakin, di y
write this paper

on industrial
history all

by yourself?

Sure,
what's

the
problem?

Wow, look at that guy! V /That's nothing!
He's pretty impressive! f\ Watch this!

Did you bring any... | [
"protection"? H it right h

When I bought these
condoms I didn't read the
label! It says, "For Planet

Ortolan residents use only!"

24



ey, Anakin, Uh oh, theHey, AnaKin, t-'.^-r'-i-'a^a un on, me
killer party, man! T-n_ • 7T I C0P5 a r e n e r e '
_ "J Thanks! I  \ ^

That's the last time I screw
around with my light saber

when I'm on Ecstasy!

[ What are we gonna
Quick, hide the" eve

Nice droid! Looks like
frything's in order here! bet,
ceep the noise down, huh? I I officer!

• X ':

; • ;

JWt>

;

It's so coolV'-.--.-/^Not only that, but she's a l s c j V j W h o cares about
that you've F queen of a planet! Every day | that! Just as long as
got an older I I she makes important decisions I I she's old enough to
girlfriend! j l y t h a t affect the lives of mill ionsl/i^yscore us some booze!

found 1/fhey're not minei Found WThey're not min
what [/That? I 'veTl th |s in your f] 5omeone must

11 never seen | V backpack!! n a v e l e f t them
y f]  5o m e o ne mus

backpack!! n a v e l e f t them

Don't you know what these do to your
lungs? You could develop serious respiratory

problems later in life! You'll be breathing
through one of these some day!



SERGE IN GENERAL PEPT.
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JOKE AND DAGGER DEPT.

ARTIST: DAVE MANA K
WRITER: DUCK EDWIN6
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Yes, I'll allow you to defend yourself
in your own trial! You couldn't be

any more incompetent than some of
the lawyers I've faced lately!

SPORTS
Golf was
getting to

be too
expensive!

Since when are
you a bowler. Milt?

I thought you
were into golf!

With bowling
don't lose

as many balls!

PARENT
Oh, hi, Todd! I'm reading

an important article
about the need for fathers

to spend more quality
time with their children!

Dad, I was
wondering if...

So go out and
play and don't

bother me!



TROPHIES
Let me show you my

living room! I'm
really proud of it!

Living room? Don't
you mean your

ONCE-IMng room?

THERAPY
Dr. Forman, I think
I'm the only senior
in my class that's

still a virgin!

you
consider

that
a problem?

res, I can hear
my biological

clock ticking away!

Dad, you'll be happy
to know I took your

advice and sot a
haircut and a job!

That's great,
Joey! 1 just
knew you

could do it!

SAFETY
don't think I was driving

so badly considerins I'm
in the middle of a Driver's

Ed. lesson, Officer!

So where
is your

instructor?

Oh, he jumped
out about

a mile back!



COMMUN
You haven't even
started dinner? I

left you a note with
full instructions!

Note? I
didn't

see any
note!

Are you blind?
It's right

there on the
refrigerator

Yeah, I solicit
funds for

this religious
cult I joined!

FAST FOOD
May

I
Help
you?

Yes, I'd like a Kid's
Happy Meal, but hold
the burger, hold the

fries and hold the Coke.

PERSONALITY TRAITS
I've seen you begging
on this corner every

day for a year!

Can you
spare some

change?

can't
help it! I'm
workaholic!
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E OFFICE
My girlfriend wants

to set married,
but I can't afford
it on my salary!

Sorry, David! The company
won't even consider
giving anyone a raise
for at least a year!

If Santa only comes
down the chimney,

won't get any presents!

That's
not a

problem,
Cathy!We don't have a fireplace!

DOCTORS

Don't be concerned, Kaputnik, your
indigestion sounds exactly like what

I'm suffering from! Here, try this
medication and call me tomorrow to

tell me if it worked or not!

Thanks
a lot,

Doctor!
Is it some-
thing new?

yes! If you don't
show any bad

side
effects, I may

try it for myself!



Take One

Free
We'll Make

Up For It
Somewhere Else

Y o u r T o t a ( e d Transportation Tabloid

Including: New Vehicles, Used Vehicles, and Really Used Vehicles

Vol. XXI Issue 05

92 DODGE CRAPAVAN 1-wheel drive,
turbo-charged price tag, w/sturdy, stainless
steel airbag. Owner's manual in braille.
$37,000. PRIVATE PARTY, 121-2405

93 WHITE FORD BRONCO Xlnt cond.,
$17,000 ($25,000 for idiots who make lame,
predictable references to O.J.). BY OWNER,
181-8900

82 LINCOLN CLOWN CAR
External combustion engine, tubeless ashtray, aquarium win-
dows, trampoline roof, convex rearview mirrors like at carnival
fun houses. $17,505. WRECKY'S CARZ, 161-5383

IftMMi
94 CHEVY LUNATIC Chrome wheels, trac-
tion Ctrl, & little purple man in glove compart-
ment revealing secrets of Roswell. $16,354.
PRIVATE PARTY, 197-3678

91 INFINNITY Intentionally misspelled name,
Formica dash, EZ-rip faux leather seats, invis-
ible multi-disc CD player. $14,000. THE CAR
DITCH, 160-2949

95 FORD PHELGM 1 cyl., coal-powered,
solid gold splash guards. Horn plays first
eight notes of "A Hundred Bottles Of Beer On
The Wall." $15,600. AUTO DUMP, 160-9483

Unless otherwise specified, price(s) include(s) all Cost(s) to be paid by consumer(s) except for license(s),
tax(es), back parking ticket(s), upholstery cleaning(s) and many other things you'll find out as you go along.

To Place Your Photo Ad

1-800-BAD-PIX
Targeting Drivers Who Don't Care
What Others Think About Them

That Number Again

1-800-BAD-PIX
PHOTOCRAPHE V. IRVING SCHILD WRITER: JEFF KRUSE 35



97 TOYOTA MOSQUITO
Comes w/mysterious stains, wood paneling
one one side, in-dash steering wheel. Rear-
seat condom dispenser! $14,000. PRIVATE
PARTY, 191-9001

99 HONDA ACCORDION
Includes pre-nicked windshield and factory
installed spice rack. Perfect 2nd car if you only
use the 1st one. $18,750. DOODLE MOTORS,
141-7888

86 FORD INSIPID
Like new, only not. Speedometer in Roman
numerals, mini jaws-of-life in glove compart-
ment, body in trunk. $4450, BY OWNER,
500-0001.

65 MUSTANG
Electric pink collector's classic with AM/FM
stereo, CD changer and leather bucket seats
would be really nice, but all I have is this 89
Sentra. $199. PRIVATE PARTY, 130-5332

86 CADILLAC BROUGHAM
Pimp purple, Y2K compliant cup-holder. Must
sell, or my bookie will send his goons out to
break my legs. $6500 PLEEEZE! BY OWNER,
151-2649

95VWBURRITO
Obnoxious semi-gloss ext, special hidden
compartment for hiding open bottles of liquor,
illegal aliens, etc. $12,500. PRIVATE PARTY,
171-7171

vo•m*,

CRAZY HOWIE'S
AUTO ASYLUM

1-900-HEAP Se Habla Your Cash

97 ELECTRIC CAR
Runs great on 10,000 AA batteries (not inci). Buy
now, before the federal gov't sells out to big oil
and puts us all in gulags. $12,500.

91 DODGE AFFRONT
1 spd. 100% dolphin skin int, semi-translucent
windows. Handles okay considering it's never
been inspected. $5600.

96 MITSUBISHI SUSHI
Comes with 7G blrp and 364 qltv. dual glp. New
1876+ krn. w/28W clg. and extra fsh. Auto 6 cc
ft base wls and dim vims. Optional veckers.
$20,000,

> .

\ #

92 CHEVY WIDOWMAKER
Fully loaded w/reel-to-reel, turbo-charged smog 1
spewer, stolen license plates and compiimenta- 1
ry half-eaten bag of Fritos in back seat. Was 1

1 $18,750, now $18,449.

95 NISSAN 200SX
Seeks romantic encounter with other 200SX.
Enjoys trips through countryside, car washes,
wax jobs, and candlelight oil changes.

3«f-

63 NASH METRO
900,000+ miles, runs like 600,000. Original
tires. 1984 Mondale for President bumper stkr,
(non-removable). $24,300.
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TELL THEM YOU SAW IT
IN THE JALOPY SHOPPER

(So they'll think the smeared ink and dark, blurry photos were only in their copy!)
The U.S. Government is auctioning vehicles seized in drug raids, jay-
walking busts or just when they felt like hassling someone. With luck,
you'll find something in the trunk they missed when they searched it!

SOLD FOR BLUE BOOK SAVINGSMODEL
95 FORD SIESTA $10,000
94 HOT WHEELS BENTLEY $15.00
92 MAZDA MALARIA $7,000
99 VW MILLENNIUM BUG $2,000
63 FORD CLOWNBIRD 55,500
93 TOYOTA RELICA N/A
94 HONDA DISCORD $7,500
9/"-93 JAGUAR SEASON TICKETS $1,750
89 FORD ESCORT SERVICE $4,500
79 NASA MOON BUGGY $2,000
95 CHEVY LUPICA $5,500
96 HONDA ODDITY N/A
93 OLDS GUTLESS $7,500
96 HYUNDAI ACCIDENT $1,750
96 NISSAN ULTERIOR $4,500
93 DODGE PRAM $0.00
92 CADILLAC EVILLE 430
92 TOYOTA SCAMRY $9,000
95 MITSUBISHI RELAPSE $7,000
92 GEO SCHISM $3,000
94 DODGE ENTRAPPED $2,000
96 KIA SARCOMA $5,500
97 TOYOTA CELIBATE $7,500
94 MAZDA PROTOZOAN $1,750
95 FORD DETOUR $4,500
94 CHEVY IMPALER $2,000
92 TOYOTA PASSE $5,500
95 PONTIAC BONEMEAL N/A
72 CADILLAC ELDORKO $7,500
96 DODGE GRIPER $1,750
90 CHEVY DECEASE $4,500
95 VW FACADE $3,000
97 TOYOTA GLAUCOMA $0.00
91 ALFRED E. ROMEO 43c
68 PONTIAC TORQUEMADA $7,000
88 TOYOTA CORRODED $2,000
93 SLAAB 900S $5,500
93 CHEVY ASTROS FAN N/A
97 PONTIAC SUNSTROKE $6,500
96 MERCURY MISTAKE $7,500
SO IZUZU NOPULSE $1,750
93 HYUNDAI CILANTRO $4,500
85 HONDA DELUDE $3,000
91 CHEVY LUSITANIA $0.00
90 CHRYSLER IMPEACHABLE $-500
92 PONTIAC FIASCO 43(5
91 DODGE CAROM VAN $9,000

$10,000
NONE
$6,000
$2,000
$10,000
N/A
$6,000
-$2,000
$3,5000
$2,000
$10,000
N/A
$6,000
-$2,000
$3,500
$4.95
890

$14,000

$6,000

$4,450

$2,000

$10,000

$6,000

-$2,000

$3,5000

$2,000

$10,000

N/A

$6,000

-$2,000

$3,500

$2,999

S4.95

89c
$6,000

$2,000

$10,000

N/A

$2,000

$6,000

-$2,000

$3,500

$2,999

$4.95

$2,750

$2500

$15.00

-$1,000

$0.00

-$3,000

$2,000

$2,500

$4,000

N/A

$0,00

• -$3,000

$2,000

$2,500

$4,000

N/A

$1,700

460

$5,000

-$1,000

$2,000

$0.00

-$3,000

$2,500

$4,000

N/A

$0.00

-$3,000

$2,000

$2,500

$4,000

N/A

$1.00

$1,700

46c

-$1,000

$0.00

-3,000

$2,000

$2,000

$2,500

$4,000

N/A

$1.00

$1,700

$-3,250

96 CHRYSLER MARQUI DeSADE
31/2 door, diesel eng,, radio only picks up
Spanish gospel stations. Special $1,000
extra charge for women buyers. $29,999.
ACME CAR DITCH, 120-3984

1993 WINNEBAGO DELUX
Kitchenette, den w/fireplace, shower,
nursery, weight rm, walk-in closet, base-
ball diamond, lobby, veterinary clinic,
horseback trails. $34,400. JIM'S RV
UNICYCLE WORLD, 190-3440

74 SNOWMOBILE
Haunted by ghost of former owner who
ran it off cliff. Does not run well in cold
weather. $8,000. PRIVATE PARTY, 131-8275

96 FORD POLYP
AM/FM mono, plush leather ext. Must
have 5 yrs, Exp,, type 90 wpm, 2 yrs of
college. $44,003. BY OWNER, 180-5902

$14,000 $5,000

Terms: Payment in full within 15 minutes of sale.

BIG ED'S USED CARS & PETS
170-2186

This offer is not being made by any U.S. government
agency, but we sure try to make it look that way.

94 SU6PARU
Woodgrain chassis, cruise control stuck 1
on 110 mph. Must repair to appreciate.!
$13,000. PRIVATE PARTY, 140-2383

91 LUNCHWAGON
Near-xlnt cond., except for smell of stale 1
salami, various bullet holes & Freon leaks. 1
$34,127. TRUCK DORKS, 150-8554

; : ••]••£ .. I | i : ; - i | ^ ;

98 TOYZUKI WREC-4
Radar detects ice cream trucks within 5
miles, wheels on hood for when it tips
over. $17,440. BY OWNER, 171-6450.

JB

33 BENTLEY
Looks exactly like a Volkswagen bug,
Must be seen to almost believe. $150,000.
PRIVATE PARTY, 161-5898

N o n e e d  t o m e n t i o n t h a t y o u s a w  i t  i n t h e J A L O P Y S H O P P E R



THE GENERATION CRAP DEPT.

your father is constantly
nagging you about the way

you wear your pants

your grandfather
is much less judgmental

When you think of parents do the words "strict,"
"not fun" and "spankings" spring to mind? Conversely,
when you think of grandparents do *no rules/ "toys whenever you
want them" and "lots of laughs* ring a bell? Yes, you know how
deadly hanging out with mom and dad can be, and how much fun
hanging out with the over-70 crowd Is! But because we like to
belabor the obvious and we needed to fill two pages, here's...

THE BASIC
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN

PARENTS

NEARLY SEVEN

"fh  P ; f" t S teach y°u that I %°Ur WipdpartMs teach you that
the early bird gets the worm" I the e?Tly blrd $ets to ™t the masted

^i^t^Il^yjet all crusty

you
t>EA

6OOF///

your grandmother sometimes locks
your grandfather in the caryour mother sometimes locks her keys in the car

38



OH, LOOK, HOWARD/ THE
5AME COW WE PASSED

THREE TiMES, ?HE
ABOUND OOES^'T

"TIL you HIT I
THE OANQE$!!f '

Fathers are slow to ask directions
Grandfathers are quick to give them

GRANDPARENTS , 1951... I 'M
GASSED TO THE

GOT THE JOlrtT
AND TMl$ LVTTtE
6IVIN' ME

your mother bores you with a
twenty-minute lecture about

your piercings

your grandfather entertains
you with a twenty-minute

history of his tattoos

tX> yOU THINK.
IF X KNEW
IT WA$ WE'D BE

BAyWATCH?,?

TAKE A PEHK
UNDER THAT CUSHION, gO>
My CHOPPERS HAVE TAKEN

ANOTHER

{LJmf \j
your parents are always misplacing your grandparents have a tendency

to lose more interesting stuff

ARTIST AND WRITER: JOHN CALD WELL
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NONSEQUITURS NEVER WIN DEPT.

The internet has offered many amazing benefits — hilarious flash animation of Viking kitties, nude Paris Hilton pics and countles
opportunities for identity theft! Unfortunately, you have to take the bad with the good— which is why we're subjecting our readers
to the insane and troubling ramblings that our readers email us! Next time, maybe we'll come through with some shots of Paris.

Deuer stand less than 3.6 feet
away from an angry goat!!!!!

— G i r l z Thang

in

S3

Have you ever
read that "book
called "How
to read11?
— Spy Bandit

I am the queen of
toaster pastries!

—LilSmurf

s

3 UJ
% Z
0) Z
c Q.
°Z

Why is it so easy to burn your
house down, but so hard to
build a fire in the fireplace?

I usea TO TninK wniTe spy was
good, but now I'm confused

— BScott9385
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s iKe
erwear,,,

creeps up

Reaper

You know what feels
good? Sitting in a spa
while goldfish suck
on your toes.

— NoRules487

It started out
as a scab, but
the next day my
head fell off!

— JK Orange
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Why does everyone always
like popular songs?

— transmute

hey! my
ke a clocl

— FREEfall72



REYNOLDS' RAP DEPT.

There's an old joke that goes: "Football is a strange sport! Where else can 22 guys pat each other
on the behind in public . . . and not get arrested?*' Well, in a recent, popular movie, tjheyVe BEEN
arrested! In fact, the whole picture takes place in a Maximum Security Prison. Why Hollywood sud-
denly decided to make a "Prison-Sports * film, we'll never know! But we suspect that it's just one
more gimmick for showing off a certain sex> actor s chest hairs! Anyway, here is MAD's version of

THE LONGEST
s a * * W P ~ *

Hey . . . where are
you going, Crude?

I'm going to
slip into

something a
little more

comfortable!
Your CAR!!

You can't run out
on me! I've sup-
ported you ever
since you were a
Pro Football Star
eight years ago!

You haven't work
ed a day since!

You ungrateful My PANTYH Y'know, ever
pig! if you're

leaving, give me
back the money
and clothes you
took from me!

You crazy broad!
WHAT CLOTHES??

HOSE!!

Ooops! I
didn't
realize ,
1 was W

wearing jp
yours!

" ••  - J -• :•'.. . . • „ , - - - — " " - * "

since that
Joe Namath

TV Commercial,©
these things
have caught

on with
Football
Players!

- ->Ms

/A J

ARTIST: ANGELO TORRES WRITER: ARNIE KOGEN

Okay! So I TOOK the girl's car!
And I DROVE 120 miles an hour
through the city streets! And I

CAUSED 7 pile-ups and crashes
along the way! And I DUMPED the

car in the river! So what? That
was all FUN AND GAMES! There's

nothing wrong with a little FUN
AND GAMES, is there, Officers?

Not at all,
feiiah! So
let's play

ANOTHER
game! Here
pick a card!
Now, what's
it say , . . ?

Tl

It says, "Go to
Jail! Go directly
to Jail! Do not

pass Go! Do not
collect $200!"
Y-you mean  . . .

" I I iMfiHiiin—;
Right! You are
under arrest!

Mil A hi Nl) !\Y\\\
//I'I / ¥ I U

fe?> •*•

Welcome  to Grapefruit
State Prison, Mr. Crude!
I'm Captain Clobber! I'm

working you over because "
I don't like what you've I
been doing iately! It's

made me mean and ornery! [

You mean stealing an auto
and assaulting an officer?

No, I mean appearing
en the "Tonight Show,"

and bragging about
your sex life!!

zf\ m



-letfiing, Superstar!
nrarden Hazard is a Football
Freak! He's gonna ask you

I to coach our Semi-Pro Team!
What's your answer gonna be?

Gosh! Coaching Football? (

Come to think of it t M ^
' never cared much ? Mr. Crude,

for Football! CHESS "Keable guy! ,_VBn  m a

has suddenly become 1 won't talk to me! But

•«n i oin an ardent
Sports Fan! Would you like to
a ticket to the BIG  F ' G H T ? , coach

"TfightM

» •

, V

I'M
have

m I want a National "L-r~v—r—r~———

after y o u  V e tried I  J .  ^u e s s i than a river! P  ̂ Su wr Ste r 1 1 * * * 1 ' G o l d e n i
our Program of K l ^ ~ e r ~ W ' remember how I / Th« ' P B o y l A n d Vo

L-J^Ktation! j ll ^e«T i y ° u r "par tn«" W tSi"° I *  ̂ r t ^
uere in m ended up in " '

, >-ruae« i - | NEE
[___J2U£support!

•• m ended UD in flr1

^^P'^^Delivera^'! fll

s n
talking
here in

the little more
Quietly, too;

**2
* - J

• ^

\

S?IISSS-B5?=HS
f ^.L-c snaved points

off a Football Game
me! I DrerDif^ I I Tnat—that's—well

L Mjfy--

f̂te

terrible K What can
performances!  I I you expect • • • • K J C i :
Those—those • from ex-NFL I We know . . .
Guards are... K stars who j but who's
ibelieveabie!|| were hired I ] gonna TELL j



What's the fight about? What was
the song?

That may not be possible!
Some of the Prisoners are
strange! They have nude

centerfolds on the walls . •. .

Better watch your
step, Crude! The

Warden's a maniac!
He lives, breathes
and eats Football!

That's LUNCH!!
. . . "Pigskin

Soup" .  . . "Baked
Shoulder P a d " . . .
and for dessert,
"Merlin Olsen
Sweat Socks

Pudding"!

Whew!!
am

pooped!
I just

want to
get into

Rotgut was teasingj
Crude! He started to ^
sing an old standard  j i In The
Work Song . . . and | Kitchen
Crude didn't like it! 1-1 With Dinah"!

They're nude
centerfolds

of You!!
j bed and pj nothing wrong
! relax!! I I with that!

will, Pappy! Hey,
what IS this slop?

Crude, I want
you to organize
a Football Team
of Prisoners to
play against my
Team of Guards!

That wouldn't
be a Football
Game! That
would be an

atrocity!

Precisely! This new "Permissive Penal
System" is making my Guards SOFT!!
They're forgetting the basics . . . like
punching and beating! But organized,

legal violence like Football can be
a perfect outlet for their sadism!

How do they look,
Crude? You think

we have a chance?

Well, let me put it this
way! Compared to US, the

Christians were even money!

Listen, you'll never win
anything with that bunch!

They're the SECOND most
pathetic group of Football

Players I've ever seen!

me New yorK uiants:  r m Nate z-.
Scarbooboo! I used to play for
them! I also coached a little!

I Yeah? What was the FIRST? _

If you were a PRO, how come
the Warden didn't ask YOU to

coach his team all these y=ars?

All I know
is Football!
Obviously,
he wanted

a SEX
SYMBOL!

Z

Carefaker, there isjz; NO!! To protect my HANDSOME
just ONE object I { FEATURES! Man, I am going to

to this crazy j surround myself with the most
upcoming game! j violent, insane convicts in

Prison Movie History! Okay,
let's start recruiting 'em . . .

.v.



f
He shot three women,
stabbed two men and

strangled a tractor!

|~ Okay, he looks
} j good! He's oui

hacked his Mother
to several piece:

with a meat cleaver! H51

This is Harry "Monster"
Shtaj-ka! He's the most
violent one of 'em all! \ H^—
He's been in Solitary BJ Is that
for the past six years! f j ] his
They just let him out! ^ 'posit ion?

Right [d No, tell him to
Guard!! j I SPRAY some under
~-.- ,,,.,, ' his arms! Six

years in Solitary
can make a fellah

pretty tacky!!

Okay, Caretaker! In this dritl, I
want you to check the agility of

each man! Hey, what's Tarz doing?

He's having a duel
of wits with that
tackling dummy!

Yeah . . .
and he's
losing!!!

They've got the
strength and the
agility! I'm wor-
ried about their
intelligence! By
the time they

learn the plays,
their sentences

will be over!

What a crazy,
warped bunch!
You heard of

the "Fearsome
Foursome"?
This is the
"Deranged

Dozen"!

Dozen? There's
only ELEVEN

(men on a Team!

I'm including
myself! If I

were "normal,"
would I be
in Prison?!?

C'mon, you
guys! You've
been holding
out, and we
need you to
win! So how
about joining

our Team?

If we
do join
what do
we get?

Anything
you want!
Name it!

Okay! Now, we've stolen the X-rays and the
medical reports and we know our opponent's
areas of weakness and vulnerability, and we
are going to PUNISH them in those areas by
using brass knuckles and bandages dipped in
plaster! Our two main plays are "Incidental
Punishment After The Play Is Blown Dead"

and "Kicking A Man In A Delicate Spot", . .
this,

Crude?

I want to
give you men
some PRIDE

and some
DIGNITY.. .
even if rt's
only for a
few hours!

Gee! Making love
inside a Prison!

Isn't this just
a bit unusual!
IE

Before
the Warden

comes?
Later! Right
now, hurry
up and get
undressed!

We only have
15 minutes!

pamm
I No, before

my hair
Between a man and

a WOMAN it is!!
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Man, if that
Crude is our
Quarterback,

we are in
big trouble!

L J

How come .  . . ?

He just
threw the

wreath
into

Caretaker's
grave, and
MISSED!!

Oh-ohH
Maybe
he's

shaving
points
at the

funeral!

Okay, you men, I want a good, rugged game!
1 expect both the Guards AND you Prisoners
to play your hardest! And, if the Guards win
. . . they will get congratulations and glory!

*j And what if us Cons win! j
What will WE get. . . ?

An extra five
to ten years!

Okay, guys!
Here it is—
Carefaker's

final gift
to you all—

STOLEN
UNIFORMS!!

Grea
£r
how do

we know
whose is
whose?

And now . . .
Ladies and
Gentlemen,
here comes

."The Obscene^
\ Machine". . Ajl

WIN, OBSCENE
MACHINE! WIN! Yeah! It's really hard

to believe that a bunch
of murderers, thieves

and rapists are the
"sentimental favorites"! 1

Remember years
ago when G-Men,
Cops and other
Law Enforcers

were the
"Good Guys"!?

How do you like that?!
The game hasn't even
started yet, and we're

penalized twenty yards!

j Really? How come . . . ? |

During the
Coin Toss,
one of our

players
STOLE the

coin!!

Okay, they're in a 3-2 Zone with
the strong Safety deep and the

Linebacker split left! It's a
possible "blitz", but more likely
a "red-dog"! To offset this very
sophisticated defense, we'll use

"Play Number Two!" Ready , . . GO!!



Here
comes
Bianco
in with
a play

from the
bench!

Okay, Bianco!
What's the

message . . . ?

The break is
at Midnight!
Pass ft .

Cut that
dialogue

out, Man!
This isn't
a CLICHE
PRISON
MOVIE!

" It's MORE
I than that!

Yeah! It's
a CLICHE
FOOTBALL

MOVIE!!

Mr. Crude . . .
the haiftime

scorejs
embarrassingly

close! Just
what do you
think you're

doing out +here?

Playing my heart out for
the crowd! Do you realize
there are more spectators
jammed into those grand-
stands today than ail the

people who saw "The Man
Who Lofed Cat Dancing"!

Mr. Crude, you will now
proceed to LOSE this

game . . . by 21 points!!
I don't like being

made a fool of! I had
EIGHT YEARS of that
playing opposite Eva

Gabor in "Green Acres"!

I can't do that, Warden!
The men trust me! They're
irrepressible rejects from
society—loveable misfits

who are counting on me to
lead them to Victory... to

give them one small moment
of dignity and pride and—

You'l! dump
this game,
Crude. . .
or you're
looking at

20 years of
hard labor!

Come to think of it, what do I
need with a bunch of cutthroats,

goons and sadists! But if I DO
shave points, Warden, you gotta
protect my men from VIOLENCE!

Well, he's thrown seven
straight interceptions,
he's fumbled six times
. . . and he's calling our
plays from the huddle!

n It's
THEIR
huddle

he's
calling
them
from!!No, themselves—when

they want to kill me!

Looks like f ] So?! What are they
Crude is tt gonna do to him . . .

THROWING | put him in Prison?! P
THE GAME! 3 He IS in Prison!! I

Our guys
are gettin'

KILLED
out there,

Crude!
What kind

of deal
did you
make?!?

Why, he double-crossed
me! When I get through
with him, he's gonna

be the most humiliated
Warden in the counfry!

_ You gonna go out there
I and lead the Team in a

( I spectacular comeback?!

, Worse! I'm
1 gonna use
I my Show Biz
! connections
I to make sure
I Johnny Cash
j never does a
I concert in

this Prison!

yrC^Z
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Okay, now I'm ready to lead
a spectacular comeback! I'll
play until I redeem myself!!

There ain't
enough time

for that!

Yeah! Some of
us are only
"LIFERS"!



Anyway, we
don't stand

a chance with
Bigdunce as
their Middle
Linebacker!
He's really

creaming us!

Okay! Before we start j
our touchdown drive (
let's amuse ourselves

while the clock is
ticking away precious
seconds! Let Bigdunce

come through! We'll
form a "V" Formation!

"-
Don't you { [ No, I mean a "V"

mean a "T'gSj Formation . . . for
Formation?!  32 "VASECTOMY"!

Hey,
look!

WHERE was he hit?

r p n r r v . " w a y !  H e s t a r t e d t n e {i game as a vicious {
Linebacker . . , he's I

leaving the field
as a Porn-Pom Girl! 1

a
career!

Ten years
ago, he

I was "All*
I Pro"! Now,
! he's "All-
i Eunuch"!!

I've called you to
the sidelines be-

cause Pat O'Brien
isn't doing these
movies any more!

So I'm gonna make
the speech that he
would have made!

L_r Fellow Teammates.., Jocks,., Sex Maniacs . . . and
other lovers of Sports! We're four points behind,
we're on the one yard line, and there are three
seconds left! We've come too far to go back! So

let's win this one for Carefaker, Scarbooboo and
Groanville! I know you don't trust me because I

once threw a game years ago—and 1 almost threw
one today! But I'm begging! Let's win THIS ONE!

-
He can't

break
the habit!
With that
SPEECH,
he just

threw the
PICTURE!!

You made
it! You

made it,
Crude!!

! le'me up! I want
(Vj to see the game films

] of this in the Warden's
Secretary's Office . . .

Well, Warden!
We lost! There

goes your Power
Theory! And

LOOK . . . they're I
mobbing Crude! I
He's a HERO!!

He's a NOTHING,
Clobber! And
he's going to
have 20 years

in solitary
to relish this

empty victory!

Well . . . at least he'll
always be remembered

as a really fabulous
FOOTBALL PLAYER . . . ! !

You're wrong, Clobber! I'm afraid . . . no matter WHAT
that man does for the rest of his life . . . he'll always

be remembered for only ONE THING! He can never erase
his PAST! Look . . , it's come back to haunt him again!!
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BIO BEWARE DEPT.

If you've ever watched VH1 for more than, oh, 10 minutes, you've
seen one of its irritating Behind the Music specials — one-hour
"rockumentaries" looking back on the fast times and high life of
some washed-up music star. At first glance, they seem like
painstakingly researched, carefully written shows. But watch a
couple of them, and you'll start to notice that no matter who the
show is about, every subject's story is eerily similar to every-
one else's. It's as if each episode were being written from,..,

MAD's All-Pui
Cliche Scrim tor

\\
& M.

s right then that (ROCK STAR) vould leave

VOICE OVER: (ROCK STAR)'s stormy teen years provided much of the lnspiraxxou.
for lyrics that vould one day address the angst, insecurities and

" a future generation.

SOME

rOXCEi VV arv. JUSt Vhen XO secu«.

opportunity came knocking.

RECORD GtTX: When I f i rs t 'eard (ROCK STAR)'s demo, I knev ('E/SHE) had something
out of the ord'nary. I thought, "Who is this (GUY/GIRL)?"

ROCK STAR: I couldn't believe i t . After a l l the lonely nights, missed meals and
veeks vithout a paycheck 1 finally landed at number 1? on the Bill-
board charts. Here's me (ROCK STAR), the avkvard (BOY/GIRL) from the
mean streets of (ROCK STAR'S HOME CITY), and nov I'm a star...liter al-
ly overnight.

VOICE OVER: But a l l (HIS/HER) time on the road, coupled vith the demands from

promoters and the record company, vas beginning to take its to l l

on (ROCK STAR)'s marriage.

VOICE OVER: As (ROCK STAR)'s fame skyrocketed beyond (HIS/HER) dreams,

every form of pleasure fell easily vithin (HIS/HER) reach.

SOME ROADIE: There vas a lot of sex. Let me Just say that - there vas a lot of sex.
I mean, any (WOMAN/MAN) vas at (HIS/HER) fingertips.

ROCK STAR: I'd ro l l into tovn for the concert and I couldn't even get to my hotel
room vithout bodyguards. There vere (GIRLS/GUYS) svarming me at
every turn.  I t vas crazy. It vas really cool at first , but after
avhile...I'm Just a human being, man."

SEATTLE





AND THE EAT GOES ON DEPT.

Those well-intentioned but misguided folks at the U.S. Department of Health are at it again! Now they're
putting out something called the Food Guide Pyramid, an over-simplified chart that's supposed to show you,
as they put it, how to "build a healthful diet by eating a variety of foods*" This extremely useful and sensible
chart is conscientiously ignored by over most notably by the fine young men and
women enrolled in our nation's ieni of Health! Here's*..

2 AM Post-Joint
Munchies
IHOP and White
Castle Runs Group
(1-2 Servings
Per Week)

Before Finals Starbucks,
Mountain Dew and
No-Doz Caffeine Group
(2-3 Servings Per Week)

Pizza and Takeout
Chinese Food Group
(3-4 Servings Per Week)

Sugary Cereals
for Dinner Group
(5-7 Servings
Per Week)

Grain (aka
Beer) Group
(15-50
Servings
Per Week)

nd-of-Finals
Salt, Lime and
Tequila Group

(2-3 Servings
Per Week)

Reheated Pizza
and Leftover

Takeout Chinese
Food Group
(3-4 Servings

Per Week)

Hangover Cure:
Tylenol, Advil,
Turns, Pepto-
Bismol Group
(5-7 Servings

Per Week)

Habitual,
Nervous

Candy
Munching

Group
(100-200

Servings
Per

i Week)

SO ARTIST: TIMOTHY SHAMIY

SOURCE: Two guys from the Kappa Sig House,
Some Chicks We Met Playing Thumper & This Guy Who
Lost His Football Scholarship For Having A Huge Gut WRITER: DENNIS SNEE



ENLARGINAL THINKING DEPT.

c

T
Enjoy this extra-large collection of Sergio An
printed here in the same eye-pampering size

often ophthalmologists approve! (The tenth

marginal" cartoons
iits them to us! Nine
re of a Newsweek fan!)

:CLC
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Oh those hip, trendy, media-savvy emo- M A t t tt| m
tionally unstable teens of the WB Network! I l l I I I I I
Who doesn't aspire to be more like them? ] I B " l j ^ l
After all, it history has taught us anything, m m m "! 5 ^~
it's that nothing but good can come from
mindlessly imitating the actions o! whom*
ever we see on TVl So, if you want to
be the next Dawson, Butty or Felicity, first,
change your name to something really
stupid-sounding and then bone up on...

Eight-Ste

i During any argument with a prudish, super-
religious grandmother, you MUST use the word
"penis" at least five times for shock value.

2 Make sure to correctly ascertain whether your date
is an actual vampire or just a "really yucky guy"
BEFORE impaling him on a two-foot wooden stake.

5 When attending a somber occasion, such as
a funeral, be thoughtful and show respect —
wear a be/ow-the-crotch-skin-tight mini-dress
that reveals slightly less cleavage than usual. B When having an affair with a teacher,

it is considered bad form to request a
higher grade in addition to the sex.

54 ARTIST: RAY ALMA WRITER: MIKE SNIPER



Teen
nno

M' W

3 Out of courtesy for your fellow students,
keep your noisemaking to a minimum when
using the library stacks area for having sex.

4 Before inviting a pregnant teen or homeless
person to stay with the family for the night,
check to see how many siblings and/or parents
are doing the same - to avoid overcrowding.

7 A simple apology is sufficient after totally
messing up your twin sister's life by imperson-
ating her — even if you do it every other week.

8 After losing an election for Student Council
and/or Homecoming Queen, be a good sport —
don't sic a flesh-eating zombie on the winner.
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THE PLANE TRUTH DEPT.

Welcome aboard Turbulent Air Flight #4522, >
non-stop service from Newark to Seattle via Houston,

Atlanta, Chicago, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Raleigh-Durham,
Peewaukee, Atlanta again and Denver. I'm your flight

attendant, Angelique. Before we take off, please direct your [
attention to the front of the cabin as we present these... I 9

Flight Attendant
Announcements

iS-HA

<r 9*

^m:
?-?• TKIPP &STAzf

We encourage all passengers to
review the important Passenger
Safety Information Cards in the
seat pocket in front of you. Each

card is laminated and completely
waterproof which will allow you
to review it easily, even as you

float on your seat cushion in the
middle of the Atlantic Ocean.

\ Please refrain from using electronic
/ devices such as cellular phones, as

Y they may interfere with our navigation
^ - ^ equipment You may, however, use our

/ in-seat Airfones at any time. They may
also interfere with our navigation

^ equipment but since we're charging
you $87 for the first 30 seconds and
$21 for each additional fraction of a

second, we're willing to risk it

If you are sitting in an emergency
exit row, FAA regulations require that you

know how to read and speak English. They
. # ^ "S also require that you must not be easily intim-

idated by the hostile stares of other passen-
gers who hate you because you have three
more feet of leg room than they do. In the

I unlikely event of an emergency, simply lift the
springboard woodge off the posterior clatch,
while simultaneously hooking the platinum

hedgebolt to the front spinlock before a
hundred screaming passengers rush and

trample you in a chaotic stampede.

All carry-on baggage must be stored in
the overhead bins. For your comfort and safety*

'most bins are already filled with blankets, pillows,
fire extinguishers, first aid kits and crew luggage.
Be sure to secure the bins carefully, although even

properly secured bins may open suddenly in
mid-flight and drop their 500 lbs. of

contents on your head.

i •- —

ME

|56

As soon as we are airborne we
will begin our beverage service. You'll receive

your choice of soft drinks in a flimsy, wide-mouth plas-
tic cup that will crack and spill its contents in your lap

the moment you pick it up. Should you wish a refill,
please signal for a flight attendant and wait patiently

in your seat until you forget you're thirsty.

ARTIST: TOM BUNK



Today's meal selection
Includes a choice of meatloaf

or chicken croquettes. If you're a
vegetarian, don't worry — neither

of these selections contain any
meat If you ordered a special

i meal, please push your flight
y attendant's call button so we may

-i inform you that it wasn't put
m aboard this flight. Please pay close
I attention as our steward now
v demonstrates how our complimen-
/ tary in-flight magazine can quickly
f be turned into an air-sickness bag

in six easy origami steps.

Headphones may be rented for $6.
There are 14 channels of audio, two

featuring music selections and 12 fea-
turing annoying static. You can also

use the headphones to listen to our ii
flight movie — a heavily-edited, 26-'

minute ̂ /ersiori of My Giant

For your convenience, this plane i s V
equipped with four rest rooms. Two
are out of order, one smells like that

fat guy in seat 13B and one is
reserved for First Class passengers
wishing to join the Mile High Club.

We are pleased to announce that members
of our Clipped Wings Club will receive 3,000 miles
for today's flight You can exchange these miles for
free travel once you've accumulated 250,000. To
receive a free travel award you must make reserva-
tions 14 months in advance and fly through our

Bismarck, North Dakota hub no matter where your
final destination may be. Other restrictions, too

numerous to mention, also apply.

When the captain has turned off the
overhead seat belt light you may move

your seat to a recline position. If you
cannot figure out how to do this, just

N^ ask the person in front of you whose
/ head will be resting on your lap

once they're in a reclining position.

In a moment the captain will be ^"T,
turning off the cabin lights. Feel free to use

your individual reading light above your seat. And'
don't worry about dozing off while you read —
we'll be disturbing you every eight seconds

for the next five hours with more helpful
information like this!

^ —
WRITER: AMY CIUITT

' ,



OFTHt
LARRY S1EGEI FAQs

(Foul, Astounding Questions
we asked Larry!)

Q: You live in California — what time is it Q:
there right now?

A: According to the L.A. Chapter of
Mensa, the little hand is on the three A:
and the big hand is on the nine.

Which Desperate Housewife do
you think you have the best shot of
scoring with?

My wife, but since we've been married
for almost 49 years, there's no rush.

Q: What is your favorite MAD article that
you wrote?

A: "Flawrence of Arabia," without which
there would be no peace in the Middle
East today.

Q: What other publications has your work
appeared in?

Playboy, Fantasy and Science Fiction,
Esquire, American Legion Magazine. And,
of course, the award-winning Bazooka
Joe bubblegum card I wrote in 1961.

A:

Q: Who do you consider your influences?

A: I got my intelligence from my father,
Irving Siegelovitchchakaforski, who
believed that immigrants were
supposed to lengthen, not shorten
their names.

Q: Who is your favorite non-MAD writer?

A: I don't believe there ARE any...as for my
favorite non-writer in MAD, there was
always Dave Berg (until recently).
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Not quite "The Last Supper" — (left to right)
Grant Geissman, Sergio Aragones, Chris Meglin,
Amie Kogen, Jay Kogen, Nick Meglin and Larry.

Q: We understand you've written for
Playboy — what are some of your
turn-ons?

A: For one, watching Hef's first pair of
pajamas being bronzed for the
Smithsonian Institute — while he
was still wearing them.

Q:
A:

Have you ever been to the mansion?

Once with Harvey Kurtzman, when
1 was helping him write his Playboy
comic strip, "Little Annie Fanny."
I remember begging, pleading and
groveling, but Hef still insisted I had
to continue writing it.

How's the parking there?

Great, but not for CARS. I once recall
seeing Lenny Bruce (who I wrote the
first major story on in Playboy) cir-
cling over the mansion for a few
hours and then flying home (but he
usually made better time when he
was in a plane).

Q: If you could change one thing
about yourself, what would it be?

A: Those God-damn Depends. They
give me terrible diaper rashes.

Q: Who's the most famous person
you ever met?

A: David Spade. Who else IS there?

Q: What's your favorite pizza
topping?

A: I don't believe in eating pizza.
We happen to keep a very
sensitive anchovy as a house pet.



Q:
A:

What was your favorite MAD trip?

Going to the police station to bail out
Bill Gaines, who was picked up for lethal
sloppiness on a citizen's arrest by the
editor of Qentleman's Quarterly. He was
wearing a painter's drop cloth and a
beanie with a B-29 propeller blade, at the
time...the editor of QQ, that is...Gaines
was wearing something AWFUL.

Q: Does anything that happened on a MAD
trip stand out in your memory?

A: The pathetic begging in Haiti. But the
natives wouldn't give me a dime.

Q: What was your
involvement with the
off-Broadway play,
The MAD Showl

A: Gaines asked me to
write it. I told him I
knew next to nothing
about writing for the
stage, and asked him
if Stan Hart could
help me. Gaines
asked me how much
Stan knew. When
I said, "Nothing," he
agreed that that was
more than I knew,
which proved he
knew less than both
of us. But the show
was still a hit.

Q: What are some of
the TV shows
you've worked on?

A: Carol Burnett, Mary
Tyler Moore, Bob
Newhart, That Was
the Week That Was,
a few episodes for
Norman Lear, etc.

Q: Tell us about writ-
ing with Stan Hart?

A: Working together at
The Carol Burnett
Show office was a
picnic. The three-
legged races around
the desk, those
wiener roasts by
the file cabinet and,
of course, there
were always plenty
of ants around.

A flock of Siegels — the
many faces of Larry.

Q:
A:

A:

A:

(left to right)
Stan Hart, Nick
Meglin, and
Larry Siegel in
The Virgin
Islands circa
1962.

How do you know Al Jaffee?

Actually, we've never met, but the
longer we're not introduced, the closer
we become. We're planning a big non-
reunion this year. So far he doesn't
want to meet in Albuquerque, while
I'm anxious to avoid Kenosha, Wise.
We probably won't work it out.

Q: What's currently your favorite sitcom?

A: I'm jumping the gun a bit, but I hope
it'll be the one I'm trying to sell right
now: Everybody Wishes That
Raymond Should Only Plotz Already.

Q: What are some of the awards and
honors you've received?

Three Emmys, one Writers Guild award
and a dozen or so Emmy and Guild
nominations...plus a trophy as the
World's Greatest Mom from my third
son, who has a terrible identity crisis.

Q: Where do you keep your Emmys?

A: In my wallet. It's a huge one Bill
Gaines willed to me.

Q: Is there a special polish you need to
use on them?

Can you suggest one? One of them
is corroding and starting to look an
awful lot like my October, I960
McDonald's Employee of the Month
trophy.

Q: What's your favorite midnight snack?

A: I usually eat a glass, which is a little
hard on my teeth and my intestines.
In the good old days there was always
a pheasant under it.

Q: Dental floss or dental tape?
A: No thanks. I just ate.

Q: Who's your favorite American Idol
judge and why?

A: King Solomon would have been great.
1 would love seeing those suckers
being cut in half.

Q:
A:

Finish this sentence: It was so cold...

Elderly people were losing their
limbs...little babies were freezing to
death...Eskimos had trouble breath-
ing...traffic was stalled on whole con-
tinents...the Atlantic Ocean became
one big hockey rink with not nearly
enough players to use it...Don't ask.

Q: What is your favorite book?

A: Perhaps the last one I wrote, but I'm
not sure. I haven't had a chance to
read it yet.

Q: What are the three funniest words
in the English language?

A: "My aardvark approaches." Which
is hilarious to everyone but ants
(including the ones in the Burnett
Show office).

Q: Favorite breakfast side dish?

A; Lunch. When you're having a great
meal, it's hard to stop.

Q: Osama bin Laden — any thoughts on
his whereabouts?

A: Larry Siegel — no.

THE STATS:
First MAD arjhcle: "MAD'S M VTB A

Awards" (MAD #43, December 1958)

Number of A/AD issues appeared in: J57

Number of abides in fhis spotlight: 7

SALUD, LARRY!



And now a new MAD feature! A look back at a TV show that t refuses to diet jus

Kipper, you want to help
me build a boat so we can
leave this rotten jungle

and return to civilization?

Not now, Gigglin! Can't
you see I'm busy putting
new pipes in the Jacuzzi! .

Gosh, who would ever believe
castaways could live so well
on a far-off primitive isle?

The same people who believe that
those who go on a 3-hour cruise

always bring a warehouse of fur-
niture and 6 trunks of clothing.

V.

Mr. and Mrs. Howl,
can you help me
build a boat so
we can escape
this hell-hole?

Sorry, Gigglin, old
boy, I'm booked up

all day with my
phony, nasal, rich-

man accent lessons.

And I'll be busy all day
mulling over how two people
rich enough to own the US

Merchant Fleet wound up on
a tacky cruise boat with
five complete airheads!

What
do you
think
gang?

It's not nearly as impressive
as the atomic submarine you

built with your jungle tools
last May, but it is nice.

Yes, well done, Gigglin!
You should be very proud
of yourself. However we

can't sail away on it!

I don't under-
stand, Kipper.
Why did the

Professor say
we can't leave

the island?

You see, little buddy, our job here is
still unfinished! I have to confuse a

coconut for your shrunken head, there
are funny zombies we have to turn into!
And I still have 114 terrible imitations

of Oliver Hardy I haven't even used yet!

I ^ ^ V ^ - ' ••*• JM

m

W

1

HI. we're a group of incredibly
boring people who are also ship-
wrecked. We'd like to start our
own nitwit show just like you.

Only instead of doing one idiotic
story for each episode we'd like
to try doing three idiotic stories.

Don't go
away!
Have

I
got

something
for you!

WRITER: LARRY SIEGEL



A BAD CASE OF THE RE - RUNS OEPT,

Marzipan, would you
and Gingerbread like

to help me build a
boat to get away?

Sorry, Gigglin, we're getting
ready for the jungle prom to-

night. We want to look sexy for
you, Kipper and the other men.

That's right!
And it's not

easy to dress
for eunuchs!

..

And so, ladies and Gentlemen,
the largest single area of

astrophysical research is the
interpolation of the spectra...

The Professor can't help me,
either, he's busy lecturing

some guest stars and stranded
World War II Japanese soldiers,

all of whom will somehow return B Oh well, I guess |
home and conveniently forget  | | I'll just have to
to tell anybody where we are, 1 build the boat
so that we can be rescued! s ail by myself!

One down, 113 to go. OK, Kipper, Good. Now I'll
you convinced me. We owe it to turn invisible!

the American people to stay here y You get your toe
and act like total muttonheads. gj stuck in a jungle

bowling ball.

Well,
don't care!
I'm leaving
without
you guys!

See you
later,

Gigglin,

Hmm, there seem to
be some people coming

out of the brush.

¥ V

I doubt if even your
audience would be
stupid enough to

watch us. But we'll
give it a whirl.

ARTIST: SAM VIVIANO 5-:



How Did You First Learn About Sex?

readership i
tionnaire ini
5 issues (it fi
out of 5 w:
Well, the fi§
lated! We a
the exciting

ARTIST. BOB CLARKE
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V*% Parents

%% Religious leader

'/2% Teacher

'/2% Doctor

98% From a fat kid in the schoolyard named Marvin, who had
acne and breathed hard and giggled a lot—and was
99-44/100% wrong.

What Was The First Thing That Came To
Your Mind When You Saw This Inkhiot?

16% I didn't know ball point pens leak.

31% That's a nice hour glass, but I prefer a digital watch.

20% It looks like my brother in San Francisco.

22% Big deal. I can make a locomotive with Silly Putty.

11% Rack and pinion steering, I just love cars!

What Is Your Most Exciting Sexual
Fantasy? r

fife

18% Being alone on a desert island with a Pac-Man game and
9,000 quarters

31 % Being hit very slowly in the mouth by Brooke Shields with
a deep dish pepperoni pizza

22% Rolling around naked in a field of answers to a math exam
final

16% Spending a weekend on a trapeze with Charlotte Rae (my
fantasies need a lot of work).

13% Making out once with my wife before I die—if I ever get
married. I'm very insecure.



How Old Were You When You Had Your
First Sexual Experience?

17%* Nine or under

5% | Over 80

Q% Over 80 who lived to be 101 after having sex

100%*|

16-20 year-olds who said they were nine or under to impress friends
and frat brothers and still haven't had any sex.

Whom Do You Usually Consult With Your
Sexual Problems?

V*% Parents

%% Religious Leader

'/2% Psychiatrist

V4% I write to "Dear Abby' (as "Confused From Sheboygan")

Vi° o I write to Ann Landers (as "Confused From Dear Abby")

98% Marvin in the schoolyard (some people just never learn)

How Do You Feel About S&M?

14% Didn't know what S&M is

31% Said they liked the letters B, J, and F much better

15% Thought S&M stood for spaghetti and meatballs

21% Confused S&M with M&M

19% Said they never eat candy durinq sex

What Do You Find To Be The Sexiest
Feature In A Partner?  j |

Eyes
Lips

Teeth

Chin

Arms

Left Shoulder
Blade

Right ear lobe

Patella

Pulmonary
Artery

Mesenteric
Vein

The Empty Area
Between Legs

5%

6%

3%

8%

2%

9°/c

6%

11%

21%

9%

20V

What's Your Initial Reaction
To This Porno Movie Scene?

15% How come there's no night light in this
bedroom?

31% Does that silly lady who broke the ceiling
mirror know she's going to have seven
years hard luck?

20% The man in the dress could go to jail if he
rips off that "Do Not Remove" tag from the
mattress

18% Doesn't the man with the whipped cream
know it's not kosher to mix dairy with meat?

16% I don't think that man truly loves his tennis
shoes. He's probably just trying to make his
bedroom slippers jealous!



A SWQRDED TALE DEPT.

One of the best known of the famous
legends is the story of King Arthur
and the Knights Of The Round Table.
Someday, someone is going to make a
comprehendible, exciting movie based
on this theme. Until that happens, we
will just have to be satisfied with—

DON MARTIN'S
VERSION OF A MOVIE OF

Death to the enemy! § | God save the King!  § 1 Die, you rotten varlet!  f j Empty your foul guts on the ground!
MM •"""••-

Uphold noble
womanhood!

/

<% ^*

Taste the tip of I S Have a  B j WHO is
my bloody lance!« nice day! Q HE . . . ?!

\ .

° v * °

I am Phewther!
I wish to take

over the throne
of all England!
But I cannot do
it alone! I need

he lp . . . SUPER-
NATURAL help!

I can help you! I am
Mervyn, the greatest

wizard who ever lived!
My incredible magic
feats have dazzled
humanity since the
dawn of civilization!

Then PROVE your
magic powers to me!

Be glad to! Pick a
card, any card! Now
don't let me see it
. . . and put it back

in the deck . . .

n
ARTIST: DON MARTIN

wnat am I
Stop this nonsense!
You must help me to
get Ecchcaliber , . .
the Sword of Power!
For only then can I
be King! NOW prove I
your great powers of
magic to me, Mervyn!

I shall prove my powers the way 1
have astonished disbelievers for

centuries , , , and had them falling
to their knees in abject awe . . , !

By the way, that card you picked
3s the Two of Hearts, right. . , ?

"he King ose enough!



t

\

Wow! TheseMj Weapons don't BH'That "National I Don't you love being a Christian ! Actually, I've had enough
really ARE • kill Knights! I Lance Associa- • and participating in these Holy of killing for a while!!
The Dark U Knights kill H tion" has some  H I Crusades . . . disemboweling infidels

Ages! Ut^ Knights!  b d powerful lobby!  L J and murdering non-believers . . . ?! !

-uMMiL

WRITER: LARRY SIEGEL

;/t/LKA\ ->\\\\V»«t

aving lost my Son, Ardor . . . anc
now about to lose my throne—no1

to mention my life—I will cast
the mighty sword Ecchcaliber in-
to this stone! Let the man who

can remove it be King of England!

• LV/ A^jf i Ls ' i X t- .' - • >^.. r«

Phewter has not only lost
his Son, Ardor . .. and is
about to lose his throne
—not to mention his life
, . . but he's also losing
his eyesight! That's fat
Sir Albert he's driven

the mighty sword into!!

. • • . . •  • • •  . . :  . -

Go ahead and try, kid!
I've been here twenty

years and no one's been
able to pull this darn

sword from my butt! You
can imagine what it's
done to my social life

By God, he's done
it! The mighty

sword Ecchcaliber
has been freed!
All hail the rise

of KING ARDOR!!

And all hail W&tfy
the fall of f<^'(A
Sir Albert! g^f

He just Xr**
BLED

to death!!

—being stuck here!!



Ardor . . .your
first duty as
King will be

to Knight this
man for bravery

in battle!

Can't they get
someone else? I

can't seem to get
the hang of this

"King" business!

You must
try, Sire!

Oh, very
well! Here
goes . . .

I dub thee
,  , , S i r -

Sir OOOPS?!? I—I
think you have that

wrong! His name
is Sir Fingbum—

Yecch! I—ulp r-j Practice, Sire!
| see what you mean! | | You must practice!

Look, Mervyn . . . ! There
is the beautiful Lady

Grin'nleer! I must take
her for my Bride! What
magic do you have that

could make her fall
madly in love with me?

Let me think! Ahh! Suppose I change
you into a frog, Sire! Then, when
she kisses you, you will be trans-

ormed into a handsome Prince, and—

\r\ handsome PRINCE?! You idiot!
'm ALREADY a handsome KING! I

\

%
/A

Lady Grin'nleer... I have loved you since I first saw
you, and I want you to marry me! Before you give me
your answer, remember this! The new Constitution of

Medieval England decrees that anyone who disobeys the
King shall be tossed into a fiery abyss where he—or

she—shall be devoured by snakes and dragons  . . . and
X 1 what remains of her entrails thrown to wild dogs!

t? It's a free country!

Id

See? I didn't need your magic,
Mervyn! I simply told her that
if she didn't marry me, she'd

be eaten by snakes and dragons
and she said "yes" happily!

I suppose when it
comes to affairs

of the heart,
SWEET TALK will
do it every time!

%

Sire, I have always wanted
to serve a good King who is
vulnerable, who truly needs
his Subject's help! And . . .
frankly . . , you're the most
helpless man I've ever met!

Good! i will dub you Sir Lungealot,
and you will join my Royal Court! You
are gallant, noble, kind  . . . and you
have a fine head on your shoulders!!

66

Not for long if YOU Knight me!



Knights of
the Round-
table, I'd
like you to
meet Sir

Lungealot!

Hello,
Cutie!

Er—you
busy on

Saturday
night?

Oh, I'm so
sorry! I—I

dWn't know!

Tell me, how long do you
give this marriage . . . ??

Everybody
in Court

knows about
Lungealot

and
Grin'nleer
. . . except
the King!

Repeat
after

me . .
"With
this

Sort of!
I'm

marrying
the

King!

-low long before
hey sav.  " I do!"?How abou'

Sunday?!?

T' ;Mervyn, I am King
3 Ardor's evil rotten

Sister, Nirvana!
I want you to teach
me all your marvel-
ous gifts of magic!

That's good enough
for me! After all,

I've studied magic with you for
three months now, Mervyn, and

I've learned everything you
know! Now I must see if 1 am as

good as you! Pick a card, any
card! Now don't let me see it

put it back in the deck . . .

So that i can
cause misery,

death and
destruction

everywhere!!

Ten of
spades!

I think I'll
start off
by trans*
forming
myself

into Lady
Grin'nleer!

how many young peo
Five of
clubs!
You're
ready!

pie nowadays really
know what they want

to do in life . . . ?!

You mean that night
that I thought I

was with Grin'nleer
it was really YOU
in disguise! That

was terrible!!

It was dis-
appointing
for me, too,

Buster! I
feel sorry

I for poor

You are grown up,
Morbid! Are you
ready to help me
spread havoc and
destruction over
the country, and
kill King Ardor?

Good! It's time now for you to
go off in your armored helmet,

your armored suit, your armored
leggings, your armored shoes—

But why am I
so uncomfort-

able in the
CROTCH?!?

Idiot!! It's
ALSO time to
take off your

armored diapers!

V



:•

Carnage and death, everywhere
I go! Look at that!! Some of

my dearest friends . , , hanging
from trees . . . waiting to be
picked apart by vultures! Oh,
Lord, there are also vultures
hanging there, too! I guess

Nirvana really means business!

I . . . Sir Putzi
have been traveling
for a year now, look-

ing for the Grail! I
doubt if anyone can
find it! I've already

searched three corners
of the earth, and . . .

•

j
j

a
minute!

This
just

might
be

0

|

Oh, mighty Grail, I have risked life
and limb to find you, but it's been
worth it! For only you possess the
secrets of life and have the power

to determine the fate of my King and
all Mankind! Speak your words of wis-

dom, Grail! I call on you to speak!!

Grail! All
my lines are
busy! Hang
on and your
call will be

answered by—

Any word from Sir Putz
ival and the Grail .

After eight
months?!?

have just heard from
him, Sire, and he told

me to tell you that
he's still on "hold"!

battle with
Morbid . . ,

BSBHte- m
So we meet at H
last, Morbid!
Yecch . . . but
you are one j
UGLY KID!!

I got news for you, Daddy!
When your Father's Sister
is your Mother, you sure

in heck don't end up look-
ing like Sir John Travolta!

-:....
I'm dying, Mervyn! But our country  j p
must live! Take the mighty sword, 1
Ecchcaliber, and use it wisely . . . I
for the greater glory of England!! p*

Your wish is my command, Sire!

BHWill
Caesar's Pal-
ace in Rome
is proud to
present . . .

"Mervyn The
Magician"!

Oh, no! Not
that turkey!

He's the
1 worst act

EVER!

Look! Even
Caesar is
walking

o u t . . . a n d
it's HIS

PALACE!!

What's
Mervyn
doing

up
there
now?

Sawing a
That old dud! Don't

tell me they'll be
coming back for the

Midnight Show?!?

This is
even
TOO

bloody
for

Romans!!

I m getting
out of here
before he

starts doing
his lousy

card tricks!

woman in
half with

his famous
SWORD!

see
what
you

mean!!HE will! She won't!



FEET ACOMPL1 DEPT,

One of the newest and fastest-rising
sports here in the United States is
also one of the oldest and most pop-
ular sports in just about every other
country in the world. We're referring,
of course, to Soccer. Those of you who
are familiar with Soccer might as well
skip this article . . . because there is
nothing in it you don't know! Those of
you who are unfamiliar with Soccer might
as well skip it, too . . . because there is
nothing in it you'll want to know! Which
leaves us and the Printer to enjoy

ARTIST: JACK DAVIS
WRITER: LARRY SIEGEL

Chapter One Chapter Two

See the men in the funny short pants.
What are they doing?
They are playing a game called Soccer.
It is the most popular game in the world.
What is the foremost rule of Soccer?
That you may kick the ball...
Or hit it with your head...
But you may never touch it with your hands.
What was potentially the greatest Soccer Team
In sports history?
Probably the 1979 New York Mets.

What is the primary idea of Soccer?
To get the ball into your opponent's goal.
How will these men move the ball
Down the very, very large Soccer Field?
Perhaps by dribbling it with their feet.
How else will they move the ball?
Perhaps by passing it with kicks.
When do you think one team will get the ball
Close enough to take a shot at the other goal?
Perhaps by next Thursday. 69



Chapter Three

Soccer is considered to be
The fastest-growing sport in the United States.
Here we see two typical American Soccer Teams in action.
There are eleven men on a side in Soccer.
How can we tell that these 22 players
Make up two typical American Soccer Teams?
Because on thefield,this is what we see...
(And suppose, instead of saying it,
Wesingit...)

Six Germans running,
Five Ar-gen-tines.
Four Spanish Backs,
Three French men,
Two Turkish Wings,
And a pair o-of Polish Goal-ies!
How come there are no Canadians playing American Soccer?
Because they are busy in Chicago and Boston and Detroit
Playing American Hockey!

» iV\

Chapter Four Chapter Five

Look, look, look.
One team has actually maneuvered the ball
Close to its opponent's goal.
Isn't it exciting?
This thefirsttime it has happened today.
And they have only been playing for 78 minutes!
Now, all they have to do is penetrate a defensive wall
Of two Center-Backs, a Right-Back, and a Left-Back...
Not to mention the Goalie...
And they might get a shot at the goal.
What are the chances of scoring in Soccer?
About the same as Truman Capote's chances of scoring
At the office Christmas Party of Cosmopolitan Magazine.
70

As we have said before,
In Soccer, you may kick the ball
Or hit it with your head...
But no one must ever touch it with his hands.
Except the Goalie!
The Goalie follows his own set of rules.
He can kick the ball, and head the ball,
And punch the ball, and sit on the ball,
And catch the ball, and throw the ball.
He can do anything he wants at all times!
He even wears a different-colored jersey
Than his team-mates.
The Goalie is a very important and powerful person.
What will this Goalie do when he retires from Soccer?
Either become the Dictator of a South American country
Or Chairman of OPEC.



Chapter Seven

See the crowd watching an American Soccer game.
A Soccer crowd is a lot like the United Nations,
Why is that?
Because it is comprised of people
Of all different nationalities?
Part ly. . .
But also because they make a lot of noise
And they usually accomplish nothing.
South Americans are fascinated
By the teamwork in Soccer.
Europeans are fascinated
By its finesse.
Asians are fascinated
By its competitive spirit.
Why are Americans fascinated by Soccer?
Because they want to see for themselves
If it's true that Soccer
Is the only sport ever created
That is more boring than Baseball.

See the angry Soccer fans.
They take the game very seriously
And they have very short tempers.
Look, look, look.
The stands have gone berserk.
The Italian fans are beating up on the British fans.
The Brazilian fans are belting the Portuguese fans.
The Indonesian fans are pounding the Egyptian fans.
Isn't this dreadful?!
Isn't it inexcusable? !
It sure is! !
Don't they realize that
Because of this terrible racket they're making,
They just woke up the American fans? !

Chapter Eight

Soccer is a very strenuous game.
Play very rarely stops.
The only one who calls time is the Referee.
And only if there is serious injury on the field.
Look at the player
Lying motionless in a crumpled heap.
He was killed by angry fans
Who are rooting for the other team.
Why doesn't the Referee call "time"?
Because, compared to what Soccer fans
Usually do to rival players,
Death is not considered a serious injury.

Chapter Nine

UOTE

Soccer is a very democratic sport.
Almost anybody can play it.
Weight and height are unimportant.
See that 14-year-old boy?
He is only 4-feet, 11 inches tall.
He doesn't have to grow up to be 7 feet tall
So he can look like Bill Walton
And play Professional Basketball.
Instead, he can grow up to be only 5 feet 8 inches tall
And look like Pele
And play Professional Soccer.
But supposing he doesn't grow up at all! ?
That's okay, too.
He can always look like Paul Williams
And write songs.
Come to think of it,
Who needs Soccer? ! ?
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COMMON CENSOR DEPT.

In recent years pollution has been on everybody's mind. Which may be why so man
of us have dirty minds. But while we've at least managed to cut down a bit o
smog, factory smoke, and industrial wastes in our waterways, nobody has yet foun
a cure for one of the strangest, most prevalent forms of pollution in history
graffiti. Everywhere you look-in rest rooms, subways, on building walls-you se
those same stupid, usually obscene messages scrawled. And nobody seems to know

HAPP/, . j.

0NIWP6ASTPgA« HAVE

LOOKING FDR THE TlfnE
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sue
VE ATTRIBUTEQ TO
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what to do about it. "Why not uplift it? Why not make graffiti more positive, more
inspiring? Let graffiti help people improve themselves and the world they live in!
And here's how it can be done: Instead of trying to erase or rub out wall garbage,
simply rewrite it so that it says something worthwhile. For instance, here is a
typical rest room wall with its typical obscene scrawls. But notice how much better
and heart-warming it is after we rework it with a marking pencil and turn it into...

wf
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$OB CLARKE
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BULLET-PROOF JEST DEPT.

NAB YISIIS A L#CA
You're beautiful! I

love you more today
than the day I first
saw you! You're so

sensuous to touch...

Boy, that
Jerry is a
smooth
talker,

isn't he?

Yeah, to his GUN
he is! If only I

could get some of
that affection to
rub off on me!

Kevin, how many times
have I told you not to
point that thing at me

when you're cleaning it!
Point it at your Mother!

Holy
Cow!

What's
Dad

doing?

He vowed we weren't going
to eat anything he didn't
shoot... so he's shooting

the hamburger! As soon as
he shoots the corn, we eat!

Does it bother
you that your

husband is
always away on
hunting trips?

Not at all! In fact,
I'm knitting him this

sweater for those
days when there's a

chill in the air!

You can't just "go
hunting"! You have
to prepare yourself
... both physically

and mentally!

I drink a fifth of
Bourbon, and I tune
in any Liberal news
commentator! Then,

I'm ready to kill!
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L €11 CLUB PICNIC
ARTIST: JACK DAVIS WRITER: LARRY SIEGEL

Isn't
this
an

exciting
event?

Call me adreatner, but I
still miss those good old
fashioned picnics where
they used to have Father

and Son BASEBALL GAMES!

That's a nice catch
dear, but we'd have
a lot MORE to eat
if you used a fish-
ing pole instead!

Last
one
in is

Teddy
Kennedy!

I thought it's
supposed to be,
"Last one in is
a rotten egg!"

What do YOU
call a guy who

wants us to reg-
ister our guns?!?
An OMELET?!?

I told Ernie he needs
to wear glasses when
he goes hunting, but

he thinks he's too
macho to get a pair!

Shut that thing off!
I don't want you watch

ing all that violence!
Get your B-B-gun and
go shoot some birds!

Don't worry about
it! In five years
or so, it'll break

down and help the
plants grow!

really
should

clean up
all th is

garbage!

love these
three-legged
races at our

picnics!'What's
the next event?

A ONE-legged race
between six club

members who thought
they were cleaning

unloaded guns!
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Hey, stupid! Why
don't you watch
where you're go-
ing! You just ran
over a squirrel!

You should be! I was
just about to shoot
it! You know what?!

I'll shoot it any-
way! It's a much

easier target, now
that it's flattened!

Emmy Lou, your lips are as
warm and as soft as a quail
bleeding in the moonlight!
Your eyes are as soulful as

a mallard duck as it lies
dying on a lake with a gut

full of buckshot! Your skin-

Joshua
Finster,

you sure
know how
to sweet

talk a
gal...!

I feel that you should only
kill an animal if you're go-
ing to use it for something!
F'rinstance, when I was in
Africa, 1 shot a rhino...

and I had these neat cuff*
links made from its horn!

Gee, I'm sorry!

,

Of course! What
ever happened

to Otto, anyway?

He's so brilliant!don't understand
Latin! What does our
Club motto say... ?

Gee. that's
beautiful!

Who thought
that up.

Hi, folks! Keep up the good
work! I want you to know that
I'm on your side! Why, I own

a gun! Nancy has a gun! Own-
ing a gun is as American as
apple pie! So don't ever let

anyone take your guns away!

Boy...
what a

surprise!
President
Reagan

is
here!!

Yeah! Thank
God being shot

last year
didn't affect

his brain!!

"Guns Don't Kill
People! People With
Guns Kill People!"

His wife
accidentally
shot him!

—j Otto Schlubb,
I our Founder!



ALONE APPLICATION DEPT.

One of the top priorities of many teenagers today is to get their own apartment
and escape forever from the agony of parental supervision and nagging. But like
most dreams, this one requires considerable expertise and knowledge to make it
come true. So when and if that moment arrives for you, pay close attention to—

TIPS ON MOVING OUT
AND <HflKING IT ON YOUR OWN

ARTIST: GEORGE WOCOBRIDGE WRITER: LARRY SIEGEL

THE VERYIMPORTANTPRELIMINARYSTEP
Keep in mind that, at the beginning, your parents will automatically be against your
moving out. So how you conduct yourself at this stage may determine the whole direction of your life.

THE WRONG WAY TO BRING UP THE SUBJECT
... Grabbing The Bull By The Horns

THE RIGHT WAY TO BRING UP THE SUBJECT
... Throwing The Bull, Horns And All

Mom! Dad! A lot
of my friends

have their own
apartments! I'd
like to have my
own place, too!

What do you say?

You've got free meals,
free laundry service

and two built-in
slaves right here!!

What's the matter...
this place isn't

good enough for you?!

Forget It, kiddo!
You're talking

about big bucks!
Right now, I can't
afford a PENNY
for a ridiculous
luxury like that!

You're planning
to get married

when you're 46?!
Uh—maybe Lance

ISN'T so dumb!
I could sell our
car, take your
sister out of

college, borrow—

1You're a good boy, Son,
but... heh-heh... isn't

saying you're not leaving
us in a million years a

bit of an exaggeration?!?

How do you like
my stupid friend,
Lance!? He moved

into his OWN
APARTMENT! Boy,

I wouldn't leave
MY terrific
parents in a

million years!!

Sure it is, Mom...!
Make that 28 YEARS,
when I get married!!
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SELECTING THEPROPER ROOMMATE
Now that you have the go-ahead, it is important to find someone to share your apartment. But
remember that, just as in a marriage, familiarity breeds contempt, and the only real purpose a
roommate serves is to split the expenses. The less you have to do with each other, the better!

TWO DESIRABLE ROOMMATES TO LOOK FOR
Medical Students or Law Students Night Watchmen Or Graveyard Shift Workers

So long, Roomie! I'm
off to the library to

study for 19 exams'!

Good luck, fella! I'll have
breakfast waiting for you

when you come back in April!

You're a terrific roommate,
a wonderful peson, and I'll
cherish our close friendship

as long as I live, Marty!

Okay... the bed is
all yours! I'll be

back from work at
eight in the morn-
ing... right after

you leave for class! My name is Bob! f Whatever!

Jocks And Body-Builders
SOME ROOMMATES TO AVOID
24-Hour-A-Day Headset Freaks Members Of The Opposite Sex

Hey, Man... you mind getting lost
for around four hours?! I'd kinda
like to spend a romantic evening
alone with the one I love... and

with you around, TWO'S a CROWD!

Didn't Jefferson
Starship record
that in 1976, on

the Grunt label?!

Ciao, Sweetie! I'm your new roommate!
Where do I put my horsies... and how

do you feel about long engagements??

Hey, Roommate!
Have you heard
our apartment

is on fire?!?

CHOOSING A GIRL AS A ROOMMATE
Nowadays, it's not uncommon for young men and women to room together on a friendly basis, and
you might do well to consider that possibility. But first, let's put things into their proper
perspective by examining the changing male and female roommate trends over the past decades.

MALE AND FEMALE ROOMMATES OF THE PAST
In the 1940's, unmarried people never shared an apartment But in the 1950's things loosened up a bit and young people
together. In fact, according to all the movies of that era, at least thought about sharing an apartment together for an
husbands and wtfes never even shared the same bed together! hour or so. But parental reactions were usually ridiculous

Darling, the Doctor
was here yesterday

and guess what?!

Right!! Our
You mean...?? • I night table
You mean... ?? Hi is pregnant!

Mr. Gorman... I'd like to invite your
daughter over to my apartment tonight

to watch Milton Berle on television!

You DO, by
God, and you'll
MARRY her!!



MALE AND FEMALE ROOMMATES TODAY
Beginning in the '70's and carrying through to the present time, it has become fashionable for
young men and women to share an apartment with no physical involvement between them whatsoever
If you can accept this room- If you can accept this room- If you can accept this room- If you can do all that with-
mate as someone who'll help mate as someone who'll help mate as someone who'll help out climbing the walls and
clean your apartment... and shop for groceries... and cook all your meals... and going off the deep end and
nothing MORE than that... nothing MORE than that... nothing MORE than that... being carried out like this

...then you're obviously very mature, very sexually liberated, very
much in control of your life... and completely dead from the ankles up!

FINDING THERIGHTAPARTMENT
Now that you've chosen your roommate, whoever he or she may be, it's time to select the apart-
ment you'll be most happy in. When you have a choice, be sure that you make the correct one!

THE WRONG APARTMENT FOR YOU THE RIGHT APARTMENT FOR YOU
This apartment may look beautiful, but you'll be asking for This apartment is perfect. It's not near a construction site,
trouble living near a construction site. You'll be constant- it's close to shopping, and most important, it should remind
ly bothered by workmen asking you to turn down the volume on you of your room at homes-just after you straightened it up.
your stereo...because they can't hear themselves excavating.

LIVING WITHIN YOUR MEANS
When you are on your own, you must make

To save money, you may find that you will have to slightly
alter your eating habits from the way they were at home...

Gee...you KNOW how
I hate formal meals!!
Can't we just pig out

on JUNK FOOD for once?!

What would you like today... ?
Tacos for breakfast and pizza
for lunch? Or pizza for break-
fast and tacos for lunch *

every penny count. Here are two tips on economizing:
Don't ever be too proud to buy anything second hand. Just re-
member that such economizing can sometimes backfire on you!

Wow! Could you ever pay
a better price than ten

bucks for a terrific
bed like this...?!?

How about NOTHING?!? My Mom
gave this damn thing to the

Salvation Army a week before
I told her I was moving out!
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IMPROVING YOUR SOCIAL LIFE
The two main reasons why you moved out and took an apartment was to escape your parents pry-
ing eyes, and to have fun. So let's examine your new-found social-life freedom in two areas-

PARTIES
Throw parties as often as you like. It is perfectly okay to Just don't over-do this sort of thing. If you try to get too
have your guests help defray the costs with food and booze. cute and expect too much... it could lead to total disaster!

MAKING OUT
Of even greater importance in your social life, of course, is now having the privacy to make out in your own apartment...

If your roommate is a guy, you will usually have no problem. If your roommate is a girl, you could have a slight problem.

Hey, Mike! Would you mind splitting for a few  IE You bet,
hours? Sheilah and I would like to be alone! 1 Buddy!!

Phoebe, do you I Of course I mind!! After all, I'M a woman,
mind leaving | TOO!! I have my pride! Why don't you want

to do those things with ME?!? Why do you
treat me like so much DIRT?!? Listen,..
I'm your ROOMMATE... not your WIFE!!

the apartment
for a while?

Laura and I—

THOSEALL-IMPORTANT VISITS HOME
And finally, from time to time (for whatever reason, be it guilt or love), you will want to
return home and visit your parents. When you do, there are only two major things to remember:

Never Return Home Empty-Handed Never Go Back To Your Apartment Empty-Handed
"——-̂~-̂———— . ^ — ^M

I don't mind the eggs and milk 1
and meat! But the ICECUBES...?
The THERMOSTAT... ?? The little
UGHT BULB that goes on and off

when somebody opens the door... ?

What a wonderful
boy! He BROUGHT

us something!!

I know...! But
look how nicely

Don't be angry! Look
how skinny he is! I
TOLD him he could
take a few things

from the refrigerator

For God's sake! It's
only his dirty laundry! • he WRAPPED it!
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WWW.INSULT.COMEDYDEPT.

There's a book that recently (and inexplicably) made a
climb up the best-seller list called Snaps, a collection of
insults and taunts that allows even the most uncreative
of homeboys to have well-rehearsed put-downs on the
tip of their tongue. The problem is, the book didn't
include every type of jibe needed in this fast-paced,
technological age! That's where we come in! Here's...

YO' MAMMA JOKES FOR COMPUTER NERDS

Yo' mamma's so FAT, she has to use
DOORS instead of W I N D O W S !

Yo' mamma's so U G LY# the
G L A R E S C R E E N protects
the MONITOR from H E R !

Yo' mamma's so L A Z Y , she'll C U T ,
but W O N ' T P A S T E !

Yo' mamma's so D U M B , she puts
onaWET S U I T to SURF
the N E T !

Yo'mamma's so FAT, she C A N ' T
FIT in a C H A T R O O M !

Yo' mamma's so D U M B , she
SPELL CHECKS her N A M E !

Yo' mamma's so F A T , she uses
TRIPLE E-MAIL!

Yo' mamma's so D U M B , she spent
five hours trying to F I N D the
"ANY" KEY!

Yo' mamma's so UG LY, she can't even
TURN ON her COMPUTED!

•

Yo' mamma's so L A Z Y , she'll only
S I N G L E C L I C K the M O U S E !

Yo' mamma's so D U M B, shelooks
B E H I N D H E R before she hits
the B A C K S P A C E K E Y !

Yo' mamma's so U G LY, she can't
get a C Y B E R D A T E !

c

WRITER: ANDREW J. SCHWARTZBERC
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WHAT A DIFFERENCE A CAY MAKES PEPT.

When Ellen was cancelled in 1998, did you say to yourself, "Gee, I wish there were ANOTHER sitcom that's totally
indistinguishable from all the other cookie-cutter half-hour comedies on the major networks except for the lone fact
that it features a gay main character whose name is also in the title"? You did? Then your wish has been answered by...

I'm Wilt Trauma! Since so few
people watch our show, we need to

introduce ourselves! I'm bright,
I'm fun, I'm charming! And I have
something that makes me a social

outcast in today's society...I'm a
lawyer! Oh, I also happen to be gay!
The phrase "legal briefs" comes up

[ much too frequently in these episodes!

I'm Craze! I live with Wilt! We have this cozy little
dysfunctional arrangement! I'm straight! He's gay!

I've traded in sex and excitement for Merlot and witty
little Advocate references! We have tons of mutual

interests! We both watch The View on TV, we take the
Cosmo quiz and we love to rent chick flicks - like

My Best Friend's Wedding, the premise of which we
borrowed from to create this series! Unfortunately, we

only borrowed the premise and not the charm or humor!

I'm Crabbin! Craze's assistant at her design
studio! A job similar in importance to being

Andre Agassi's hair stylist! I'm incredibly
wealthy! I don't have to work for a living

but in this series I do! My character: an out-
spoken, crude, rude rich bitch! Sort of trailer
trash with a trust fund! How do you like me
so far? Who freakin' cares?! I have nails to
do! Move on to the next dialogue balloon!

'C

\

* /*<
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Hi! NBC's pre-show promo press release on
this show was, "We neither hide nor make a
special issue of the gay content." Really?!

Then how do you explain ME!? I'm Shock! I'm
gayer than a fruitcake in a Key West bakery
during Bette Midler Festival Week! My likes:

muffin baskets, group hugs, dancing the Salsa
naked and men in Speedos! Duhl Wilt and I
are just good friends! I haven't "been there,
done him" but we do have our special song:

"You Are The Wind Beneath My Pants"!

I'm Harrison
Ford! I have

nothing
whatsoever

to do with this
show! I just

thought some
of you would
like to see

what a real man
looks like!



WiLT
WRITER: JOSH CORDON

Catch
anything?

We have a quota of about
90 campy pop culture
references per episode!

thought I'd get
three out of the wayl

Shock, you
seem to be in
a good mood!
How was your

weekend?!

Good morning every-
one! Let me just
say Greta Garbo,
Caffe Latte and

Quentin Tarantino!

met this new guy!
Skin-tight shorts, combat
boots, Banana Republic
facel We went fishing!

What
was

that all
about?!

He brought a
German

Shepherd into
the elevator!

This
was

a young
man

named
Rolfe
from

Bavaria!

What s the
fuss?! He
was on a

leash...with
a delicious

black leather
studded collar,

to be exact!

No, I
mean a

gay
man

dancing
badly!

Finally
someone

who
dances
worse

than Drew
Carey!

We've had
complaints
from the
tenants

about your
little

friend
here!

never
thought

I
would

see
this!

A gay man
dancing for no
reason to an
Eydie Gorme

song?! You've got
to be kidding!

Pets are
allowed in

this building!

A \h~r



Shock is going
to get us

evicted! Why
do we allow him

to hang with
us so much?!

I need him in my
life! He's edgy,
he's bitter and
he owns every
single Barry

Manilow record!

I love this!
It's the only

show where we
can build an

episode at the
ointment counter!

That's why
this series
is creating
so much

industry buzz!

Yeah! You
don't find

this on
Walker,
Texas

Ranger!

Haf
I've
got
two

jacks!

Read 'em
and weepie-

weepiel
Three

queens!

Where?!
I don't

see
three

queens!

Get him
anyway!
He's hot!

Wilt, we
were going
to have a
nice, quiet

supper!
What is
this?!

Meet Chad, Trent
and Sean!
Currently

touring in La
Cage aux Folles!

Shocks
arranged a

seance!
They are

contacting
dead gay
people!

We must have
silence! We want

to reach Rock
Hudson, but
think we're

getting Chris
Rock instead!

*"•"" A

Shock is
starting
to drive

me nuts!
Does he
have to

stay here?!

You are so Bette Davis
in every Warner's feature!

He's just a wacky
neighbor! Can't

you put a positive
spin on this?!

Positive
spin?!

J Think of
him as

I would
strongly
advocate
employee

stock options
instead of

cash funding!

I have to be honest, Mr.
Trauma! When I heard you

were gay I had some doubts,
but you did a brilliant
job on this contract!

Except for clause three!
You indicate the
contract is legally

binding only if the CEO
opens each stockholder's
meeting by singing The
Village Peoples "YMCA"!



This makes no sense!
You work for me, yet

you come in late,
you insult me, you

don't answer phones!
1 don't get it!

That s your problem, honey! You
haven't gotten it in months! If

you got it you wouldn't be so damn
cranky! Perhaps if you fixed your

hair! It looks like an exploding
yeast infection! You need a

shampoo - Breck with Monistat!

Crabbin,
it's been

five
months
since I've

had any sex!

Wow! Zit-faced
McDonald's clerks
get more than youl

That's gotta change!

We just
got a
huge

order from
the Van

Woodrow
estate!

Excuse
me while

greet
that news

with
a yawn!

Nothing,
nada, zilch!

Don't I turn
you on at all*̂ 1

It s about as
exciting as

the movie Babe,
Pig In The City!

Nonsense!
Let's
talk

about
it in
the

bathtub!

Does
this do

anything
for you?

Wilt,
do you
realize

that I'm
naked

beneath my
clothes?

Hmm! That's
nice! Do you

realize Tommy
Tune is six
feet two in
flip flops?!

Uh oh! Is this the plot we ve
seen a gazillion times where

the woman tries to
convert the gay guy?

Feeling
anything

now?!

Well! Suddenly
it's Up

Periscope!



What
the

heck is
this?
What
now?

Why didn't
somebody
tell mel
I'm not

dressed!

Don't touch
your hair!
You can

The big New
Year's Eve

Millennium bash!
We're welcoming in
the new century!

We're calling it...Y2Gay! The theme
is: Come dressed as the Person of

the Century! There's Charles Lindbergh
and Eleanor RooseveitI Recognize

me?! I'm Susan B. Anthony!

say you re
Albert

Einstein!

That's
it! I

want Shock
out now!

Craze! Why don't
you tell me what

this is really about!

Okay! When he's not
around I'm a story
catalyst! When he's
here I'm wallpaper!

What
does all

that
mean?!

So what?!
I'll

take

It doesn't matter!
It's hip, it's trendy

and it saves our writ-
ing staff from think-
ing up an actual joke!

You are so Meg
Ryan in every

single Rob
Reiner movie!

This is so
Joan Crawford

— the Early
Years!

This is not working! I've
gotta get out of here
and connect with a
traditional straight

relationship!

You had one! It
was called

Ned & Stacy!
It was

cancelled!

You mean...
Ellen

Degeneres?!

I told you
we had to
reach our
quota of

references!
We just hit
number 90!

Congratu-
lations! We got

through this
whole episode

without one
mention of

-know-who!

I didn't
think you'd
go there!



BERGS-EYE VIEW DEPT

today's my birthday!
Give me a present and

just plead "Guilty/ okay?

PREPAR£I>ME5
Open school week brings

me back to the time
when I sat in this same

room at these same desks!

Really,
Grandpa?

That's
awesome!

Things were very different
in those days! We were

involved in the Cold War
then, and we had to practice
talcing cover under our desks
in case of an atomic attack!

Only now we take^
cover in case some

nut starts shoot-
ing up the class!

t Guess I'll
turn on the six
o'clock news!

...first give me a
chance  to tell you

MY side of the story!



PRIORITIES
Mom, Daddy says he

needs your help!
It's important!

Mom wants to
know how

important is it?

COMPLIMENTS TECHNOLOGY
I got it! You smell l ike]
that fashion magazine

you subscribe to! I

Well, your new computer^
arrived! Do you know
how to put all these

components together?

It's a
piece

of
cake!

THERAPY

sJ/JS?

Dr. Forman, in the twenty-
seven years we've been

married, everything I
say is wrong by her!

Is that
true,
Mrs.

Fenster?

I'm afraid it is,
Doctor! But that's

because everything
he says is wrong!

For starters, we've
been married twenty-

EIGHT years!
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RELATIONSHIPS

Sal and I don't get along at all!
We don't  do anything together! We

don't eat together, go  to the movies
together. We don't go on vacation

together! We don't even sleep together!

It's the only way
we can keep our

marriage together!

That's awful!
Why are
you two

living
this way?

Now I need another
shot of Novocain! J

What I can't figure
out is how to open

all these damn cartons!

Did you see the bill
for the dental work
Dr. Vastardis sent us?

EDUCATION
I've got the answer,

Miss Diaz! The
capital of the

United States is
Washington. D.C!

That's correct,
Christopher!

And do you know
what "D.C."
stands for?

Uh...
dot com"?
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The whole staff
is here! Why did you

call this meeting? at the top! llf©&.

David, tonight I'd like you
to lead the family as we say

Grace and thank God for the
food we are about  to share!

you
gotta

be
kidding!

For cauliflower
casserole?

DOCTORS
Kaputnik, I've decided

to take you off that
medication I prescribed

for you last visit!

Because you're
enjoying the side
effects too much!

«
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THE LOST SUNDAY COMIC STRIPS
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NUMBING OF ACE PEPT.

Once upon a time, you were an innocent child. Your world was safe and unthreatening and nothing could pene-
trate your warm bubble of happiness and security* Then you were born! Ever since, life has been little more than

Trying cigarettes and discovering that "smooth
and "delicious" are only advertising terms

Realizing MAD Super
Specials are reprints

Seeing Bambi's
mother get killed Realizing orthodontists lie when

they say, "Six months, max"

Getting clothes for Christmas

Coming to the conclusion
that you will never
be a professional
baseball player

Finding out looks DO matter

Discovering that the phrase, "This
will hurt me more than it hurts you,"

really means, "This will hurt you!"
Learning how babies

are made and figuring
out that your parents
must have "done it"

92

Discovering you can't make $800,000
in twelve weeks by sending chain letters



one insufferable indignity after another. Depressing? You beteha! And to make sure you're on the pathway to
Prozac, we've neatly plotted the major milestones along the highway of misery in a little piece we like to call...

ARTIST: PAUL COKER WRITER: JILL HAMICTON

Finding out why so many magazines have
stories about spicing up sex after marriage

Learning that letters in adult
magazines are made up and stuff

like that never realty happens

Being called "sir" or "ma'am"
by a checkout person

Finding out that
"Let's be friends" means,

"Get lost, loser!"

Being pulled over by a cop
who's younger than you

Hearing that your favorite
musician is a grandfather

Discovering your music is now
played only on the oldies station

•mm

Trying to get a job with a Liberal Arts degree Ogling a Playmate born the same
year you graduated high school
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••t% ADD NAUSEAM DEPT.

Muhammad Ali

ONE Lame
Comic Premise

j

Hannibal LecFer

ONE Hack
Writer

I

Mike Tyson

Oliver Hardy

The Rugrats

Supreme Court Justice
Ruth BadeR Ginsburg

Ellen DeGeneres

fesr;r;p

Def Comedy Jam

w
Jv i

f̂ AN

u
-—

Joan Rivers

Rosie 0 Donnell

South Park

'̂ v *

Judge Judy
ARTIST: SAM SISCO WRITIR: DUCK EDWINC



ONE Mediocre , FIVE BAD
Artist Magazine Editors

Aretha Franklin Al Roker

iL J

Lauryn Hill

Olive Oyl

Bob Vila

/

Cathy

r i
Leona Helmsley

-' -._-

v - ' -

Ally Medial

Martha Stewart

Reese Marlon Brando
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HERE WE GO WITH ANOTHER RIDICULOUS

AD FOLD-I
There are few events that manage to excite people all
over the world. Even major holidays like Christmas or
Passover do not apply to all cultures. But there is one
occurrence that is universally celebrated. To find
out what this event is, fold page in as shown.

FOLD PAGE OVER LEFT 1 FOLD BACK SO THAT "A" MEETS "B'

THE LONG AWAITED DAY FINALLY ARRIVES AND VAST
DELEGATIONS OF K IDS R E J O I C E . THE IR WAY OF

CELEBRATING IS LEGENDARY. ON EVERYONE'S
SCHEDULE THIS IS ONE EVENT THAT'S VERY COOL

E ^ ARTIST AND WRITER; At JAFFEE ^ Q ]
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